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Abstract 

This multidisciplinary Ph.D. research focuses on legal protection for trade secrets 

in the cloud, a topic that is relatively unexplored in the literature. The primary ob-

jective was to provide legal protection for trade secrets in the cloud brokerage ar-

chitecture. However, as per overwhelming evolution of blockchains in the cloud, 

secondary objective was also included in the research. The latter was to provide 

legal protection for trade secrets over a blockchain. The following abstract summa-

rizes the research in context of the aforementioned objectives in respective para-

graphs.     

Data Protection legislation has evolved around the globe to maximize legal pro-

tection of trade secrets. However, it is becoming increasingly difficult to prove trade 

secret violations in cloud context. Embedding legal protection as a preemptive 

measure could effectively reduce such burden of proof in a court of law, which can 

be implemented by an online broker in the cloud. The primary aim of this research 

was to propose a model for an online broker that embeds legal protection as preemp-

tive measure to reduce burden of proof during litigation. This is a novel area of 

inter-disciplinary research whose body of knowledge is not yet well established. 

The underlying concept in the proposed model was built upon the notion of factor 

analysis from the discipline of unsupervised machine learning. For evaluation, two-

stage procedure was implemented that showed application of legal protection as 

preemptive measure and subsequently, reduced burden of proof in a court of law. A 

real time quality of service based dataset for cloud storage providers (Carbonite, 

Dropbox, iBackup, JustCloud, SOS Online Backup, SugarSync, and Zip Cloud) was 

used for the technical evaluation. The simulation results showed better results of 

proposed model as compared to its counterparts in the field, which in court of law 

can be used as a part of evidence to reduce burden of proof. For legal validation of 

such conclusion, questionnaires were sent to law and ICT experts. There were total 

of six respondents (two from the field of ICT, two from the field of law, and two 

from the field of ICT and Law). The sample (5 out of 6 respondents) agreed that 

results of our model could be used in the court (or judiciary) as a part of evidence 



 
 

to reduce burden of proof. Theoretically, this part of research (focused on primary 

aim) is a pioneer effort on providing legal protection to trade secrets in the cloud. 

Practically, it will benefit an enterprise to negotiate contract with service providers 

to minimize trade secret misappropriation in the cloud.  

However, for enterprise that is using decentralized architecture in the cloud e.g. 

blockchains, contracts could emerge towards smart contracts (an autonomous soft-

ware program running over blockchains). In this context, a well negotiated contract 

will not be a solution to minimize trade secret misappropriation. In fact, for this case 

it is particularly relevant to instantiate role of judiciary over a blockchain. The sec-

ondary aim of this research was to develop a model that can be implemented over 

the blockchain to automatically issue preliminary injunction (or temporary restrain-

ing order by court of law) for the breach of contract that can potentially lead to trade 

secret misappropriation. This part of the research extended the previously proposed 

model by using stochastic modeling from the discipline of data science. High per-

formance computing (HPC) cluster at University of Luxembourg (HPC @ Uni.lu) 

and docker (a software container platform) were used to emulate contractual envi-

ronment of three service providers: Redis, MongoDB, and Memcached Servers. The 

results showed that court injunction(s) was issued only for Redis and MongoDB 

Servers. Technically, this difference could be attributed to the fact that Memcached 

is simply used for caching and therefore, it is less prone to breach of contract. 

Whereas, Redis and MongoDB as databases and message brokers are performing 

more complex operations and are more likely to cause a breach. For legal validation 

of the results, questionnaires were sent to law and ICT experts. There were total of 

six respondents (two from the field of ICT, two from the field of law, and two from 

the field of ICT and Law). The sample (4 out of 6 respondents) disagreed “ONLY” 

using the results of the model by the court of law (or judiciary) to issues a prelimi-

nary injunction (or temporary restraining order) for the breach of contract. Theoret-

ically, this part of the research is a pioneer attempt for providing legal protection 

over the blockchain. Practically, it will benefit blockchain driven enterprises to con-

trol and stop breach of contract that can potentially lead to trade secret misappro-

priation.  



 
 

In addition to above mentioned applied benefits, following list briefly presents 

research contributions of this multidisciplinary Ph.D. research in the domain of 

Law.  

 It is first in-line to focus on legal protection for trade secrets in the cloud. 

A well-established similar concept is “information security”, which pro-

vides technical protection for trade secrets in the cloud e.g. encryption, 

hashing etc.  

 In the domain of case law, despite of the jurisdiction constraint i.e. prec-

edents (or court rulings) are binding on all courts within the same juris-

diction, this research is first in-line to use case law together with newly 

proposed Delphi Sampling method to provide legal protection for trade 

secrets in borderless online cloud environment. 

 It is first in-line to implement notion of “confidentiality by design”, 

which focuses on a legal person or an enterprise. A well-established sim-

ilar concept is “privacy by design” that focuses on a physical person or 

human being. 

 By defying the myth that “smart contracts cannot be breached” and in 

the context of contract law, this research is first in-line to automate role 

of the court (evidential hearing).  

In addition to the above mentioned research contribution in the domain of Law, 

following list briefly presents research contribution in the domain of ICT. 

 In the context of multi-criteria decision analysis, this research is first in-

line to identify and analyze noise in the data and solves related issue of 

structural uncertainty (or misspecification of criteria). 

 In the context of machine learning, this research is first in-line to pro-

pose “self-regulated multi-criteria decision analysis” that operates with-

out decision maker’s interference and hence, it can be used in the con-

text where automation of decision making process is required. 

 In the context of multidisciplinary research, this study is first in-line to 



 
 

propose a method of Delphi Sampling that seeks inter-disciplinary vali-

dation for research results. 

  



 
 

Abstract 

(Italian Translation) 

 
Questa tesi multidisciplinare di dottorato si focalizza sulla protezione legale dei 

segreti commerciali sul Cloud, argomento ancora relativamente poco esplorato in 

letteratura. Il principale obiettivo è stato quello di fornire protezione legale per i 

segreti commerciali nell’architettura di brokeraggio Cloud. Tuttavia, a causa della 

considerevole evoluzione della blockchain sul Cloud, un obiettivo secondario è 

stato incluso nella ricerca. Questo consiste nell’offrire tutela giuridica per i segreti 

commerciali attraverso la blockchain. Il presente abstract riassume la ricerca nel 

contesto degli obiettivi sopra menzionati in rispettivi paragrafi. 

La legislazione a livello mondiale sulla protezione dei dati si è evoluta verso la 

massimizzazione della protezione dei segreti commerciali. Ciononostante, sta di-

ventando sempre più difficile provare le violazioni del segreto commerciale nel con-

testo del Cloud. Includere la tutela legale come misura preventiva potrebbe ridurre 

efficacemente l’onere della prova nei tribunali, se implementata da un broker online 

sul Cloud. Lo scopo primario di questa ricerca è quello di proporre un modello per 

un broker online che includa la protezione legale come misura preventiva per ridurre 

l’onere della prova durante il processo. Questa è una nuova area di ricerca interdis-

ciplinare il cui insieme di conoscenze non è stato ancora ben definito. Il concetto 

sottostante al modello proposto è costruito sulla nozione di analisi fattoriale prove-

niente dall’area dell’apprendimento automatico non supervisionato. Per la valuta-

zione tecnica, è stato applicato un metodo a due fasi che mostrava l’applicazione 

della protezione legale come misura preventiva e, conseguentemente, un ridotto 

onere della prova in un’aula di tribunale. Per la valutazione, è stata usata un insieme 

di dati sulla qualità del servizio dei fornitori di archiviazione Cloud (Carbonite, 

Dropbox, iBackup, JustCloud, SOS Online Backup, SugarSync e Zip Cloud). La 

simulazione effettuata con il modello proposto ha mostrato risultati migliori rispetto 

ai suoi equivalenti nel campo, che in tribunale possono essere usate come prove per 

ridurre l’onere della prova. Per una convalida legale di tale conclusione, sono stati 



 
 

mandati dei questionari a degli esperti in diritto e informatica. Un totale di 6 persone 

hanno risposto al questionario (due provenienti da discipline informatiche, due da 

discipline giuridiche e due da informatica giuridica). Il campione (5 su 6 persone) 

si è dichiarato d’accordo sul fatto che, se i risultati del nostro modello possono es-

sere verificati, possono essere usati in tribunale come parte delle prove per ridurre 

l’onere della prova.  A livello teorico questa ricerca interdisciplinare è un tentativo 

pionieristico di fornire protezione legale per i segreti commerciali su Cloud. Allo 

stesso tempo, a livello pratico, darà beneficio alle imprese nel negoziare contratti 

con i provider dei servizi per ridurre l’appropriazione indebita sul Cloud. 

Ciononostante, per un’impresa che usa l’architettura decentralizzata sul Cloud, 

come la blockchain, i contratti potrebbero svilupparsi in smart contract (un software 

autonomo che funziona sulla blockchain). In questo contesto, i contratti ben ne-

goziati non forniranno una soluzione per minimizzare l’appropriazione indebita di 

segreti commerciali. Infatti, per questo caso è particolarmente importante rap-

presentare il ruolo della magistratura nella blockchain. Il secondo scopo della ri-

cerca consiste nello sviluppare un modello che possa essere applicato sulla block-

chain al fine di emettere un’ordinanza preliminare (o un ordine restrittivo 

preliminare di un tribunale) sulla violazione di un contratto che potrebbe portare 

all’appropriazione indebita di segreti commerciali. Questa parte della ricerca es-

tende un modello proposto in precedenza usando la modellazione stocastica prove-

niente dalla disciplina della scienza dei dati (data science). Il cluster di calcolo ad 

alte prestazioni (High Performance Computing o HPC) dell’università di Lus-

semburgo (HPC @ Uni.lu) e il docker (una piattaforma contenitore software) sono 

stati usati per emulare un ambiente contrattuale di tre provider di servizi: i server di 

Redis, MongoDB e Memcached. I risultati dimostrano che le ordinanze del tribu-

nale sono state emesse solo per i server di Redis e MongoDB. A livello tecnico, 

questa differenza può essere attribuita al fatto che Memcached è semplicemente 

usato per la memorizzazione temporanea (caching) e di conseguenza ha una ten-

denza minore alla violazione di un contratto. Invece, Redis e MongoDB, in quanto 

banche dati e message broker, compiono operazioni più complicate e hanno più 

possibilità di causare una violazione. Per una convalida legale di tale conclusione, 



 
 

sono stati mandati dei questionari a degli esperti in diritto e informatica. Un totale 

di 6 persone hanno risposto al questionario (due provenienti da discipline informa-

tiche, due da discipline giuridiche e due da informatica giuridica). Il campione (4 

su 6 persone) non è d’accordo con l’uso “ESCLUSIVO” ei risultati del nostro mo-

dello da parte dei tribunali per emettere un’ingiunzione preliminare (o un ordine 

restrittivo temporaneo) per la violazione di un contratto. A livello teorico, questa 

parte della ricerca è un tentativo pionieristico di fornire protezione legale sulla 

blockchain. D’altra parte, a livello pratico, aiuterà quelle imprese basate sulla block-

chain a controllare e fermare la violazione di un contratto che potrebbe potenzial-

mente portare all’appropriazione indebita di segreti commerciali. 

Oltre ai già citati benefici applicati, la seguente lista illustra brevemente i contri-

buti per le discipline giuridiche di questa ricerca dottorale multidisciplinare: 

 È la prima ricerca a concentrarsi sulla tutela giuridica per i segreti com-

merciali sul Cloud. Un simile concetto consolidato è quello di sicurezza 

dell’informazione, che fornisce protezione tecnica per segreti commer-

ciali nel Cloud, come il criptaggio, l’hashing, eccetera. 

 Presenta un approccio per costruire argomentazioni legali usando l’ana-

lisi della giurisprudenza e ridefinirla come concetto tecnico dal dominio 

delle tecnologie dell’informazione e della comunicazione (ICT). 

 Nel campo della giurisprudenza, nonostante dei limiti giuridici, cioè i 

precedenti (o le decisioni del tribunale), siano vincolanti per tutti i tri-

bunali sotto la stessa giurisdizione, questa è la prima ricerca a combinare 

la giurisprudenza con l’innovativo metodo Delphi Sampling per dare 

protezione legale ai segreti commerciali in un ambiente Cloud online 

senza frontier. 

 È la prima ricerca ad applicare la nozione di confidentiality by design 

(confidenzialità fin dalla progettazione) che si concentra su una persona 

giuridica o un’impresa. Un simile concetto consolidato è quello di tutela 

della vita privata fin dalla progettazione (privacy by design), che si con-

centra su una persona fisica o essere umano. 

 Sfidando il mito che “gli smart contracts sono inviolabili” e nel contesto 



 
 

del diritto contrattuale, questa ricerca è la prima ad automatizzare il 

ruolo del tribunale (udienza probatoria). 

Oltre ai contributi scientifici sopracitati nel campo del diritto, la seguente lista 

presenta i contributi nel dominio informatico: 

 Nel contesto dell’analisi decisionale basata su criteri multipli, questa ri-

cerca è la prima a identificare e analizzare il rumore (noise) nei dati e a 

risolvere i relativi problemi di incertezza strutturale (o l’errata specifica 

dei criteri) 

 Nel contesto dell’apprendimento automatico, questa ricerca è la prima a 

proporre un’ “analisi decisionale basata su criteri multipli autoregola-

mentata” che opera senza l’intervento di un decisore e può quindi essere 

usata nei contesti dove è richiesta l’automazione del processo decisio-

nale 

 Nel contesto della scienza dei dati, questa ricerca è la prima a proporre 

un metodo per Delphi Sampling che ricorre alla validazione interdisci-

plinare dei risultati della ricerca. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

This chapter mainly presents an overview of the PhD research. Sections 1.1 pre-

sents research focus and questions; section 1.2 presents research methodology and 

challenges; section 1.3 presents sources of law used during the research; section 1.4 

presents research constraints both in terms of law and ICT, sections 1.5 and 1.6 

present research contributions in the field of law and ICT respectively; and finally, 

sections 1.7 and 1.8 present thesis structure and list of published and under review 

research papers respectively.   

1.1 Research Focus and Questions  

Law differentiates between real human beings and enterprises by using the terms 

natural person and legal person respectively. in the context of data protection. This 

research focuses on data protection for a legal person with Research and Develop-

ment (R&D) as one of the core activities of its business model. Such enterprise 

invests in R&D for acquiring, developing and applying know-how to defend its 

competitiveness in the market [1-3]. It has different means for commercial disclo-

sure and exclusivity of applications developed from such know-how. Use of intel-

lectual property rights (IPR) such as patents, copyrights, and trademarks are among 

them [4]. However, there is another type of know-how known as trade secrets [5, 

6].  

Fundamentally, a trade secret is information that provides an enterprise with a 

competitive advantage over other enterprises not having that information [7]. Un-

like patent and copyrights, which provide enterprise with certain benefits after dis-

closure, for trade secrets, the enterprise must derive value from their secrecy. While 

the secret formula for Coca-Cola is the classic example of a trade secret, it is not 

the type of trade secret generally stored in the cloud. Instead, secret information in 

the form of customers list/profile, computer source code, and product designs and 

schematics are examples of trade secrets commonly stored in the cloud today [8]. 

One of the major risks in the cloud that can impair secrecy of these trade secrets is 

big data analytics.  
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Big data analytics is a data mining and analysis technique used in the cloud to 

explore data, usually large amount and business related - also known as "Big 

Data", to discover useful information. A growing use of Industrial Internet of Things 

(IIoT) by R&D based enterprises embrace the fact that corpus of Big Data can con-

tain trade secret(s). Therefore performing big data analytics on such corpus may 

lead to trade secret misappropriation in the cloud [9, 10]. However, this particularly 

does not hold true when big data analytics is performed on public data [8]. One of 

the recent cases in a court of law that highlighted this aspect is PeopleBrowsr, Inc. 

v. Twitter, Inc1. During the case proceedings, the court noted that Twitter’s big data 

analytics market consisted of companies that used analytics to derive insights from 

the flow of information generated on Twitter. PeopleBrowsr, one of such companies, 

receiving every tweet posted on Twitter through the Twitter “Firehose” and paid 

over $1 million per year for this access. It analyzed tweets and provided three major 

services: (a) Inference Measurement, which provides a unique visual stream that 

allow clients to identify others with like interest, as well as those who are influential 

in those communities; (b) Action Analytics for Government and Enterprises, which 

tracks all activities related to a brands or particular market in order to identify trends, 

competition, technology development etc.; and (c) Financial Data Service, which 

spot trends in Twitter data in order to more quickly detect when market changes are 

occurring.  

On the contrary, in trademark litigation of Tiffany (NJ), Inc. v. eBay, Inc.2 court 

observed that the results similar to PeopleBrowsr services together with advance 

data mining techniques can be used to generate persona scores and subsequently 

customers list/profile i.e. a trade secret. And in Allied Portables LLC v. Youmans3, 

                                                           
1 PeopleBrowsr, Inc. v. Twitter, Inc., U.S. Dist. LEXIS 31786; 2013 WL 843032 (2013) 
2 Tiffany (NJ), Inc. v. eBay, Inc., U.S. Dist. Ct. 576 F.Supp.2d 463 (2008). An expert for Tiffany testified 

that "using data mining techniques commonly used by corporations, eBay could have designed 
programs that identified listings of Tiffany items likely to be counterfeit, and that identified sellers 
thereof, using an algorithm to produce a suspiciousness score". 

3 Allied Portables LLC v. Youmans, No. 2:15-CV-294-FTM-38CM, (M.D. Fla. Nov. 6 (2015) 
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it was concluded that information illegally accessed i.e. customers list/profile, con-

stituted a trade secret and is subjected to misappropriation claim. Thus, despite the 

fact that big data analytics is legitimate for open data as mentioned in PeopleBrowsr, 

Inc. v. Twitter, Inc., the discussion on Tiffany (NJ), Inc. v. eBay, Inc. and Allied Port-

ables LLC v. Youmans shows that it could be imputed for misappropriation when 

the data is not public. However, for such litigation claim to stand, the plaintiff must 

establish that the misappropriation has resulted in injury or damage [8]. In cloud 

context, however, proving such injury or damage could be complex phenomenon. 

One of the lawsuits that highlighted such aspect is JetBlue Airways Corp. Privacy 

Litigation4. In this case the court stated that “it is apparent based on the briefing 

and oral argument held in this case that the sparseness of the damages allegations 

is a direct result of plaintiffs’ inability to plead or prove any actual contract [or 

other] damages".  

On the contrary, rather than waiting for the litigation to unfold, embedding legal 

protection as a preemptive measure [11] could effectively reduce burden of proof in 

a court of law [8]. This was indicated in EPIC v. the Department of Homeland Se-

curity (DHS)5. In 2005, the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), a com-

ponent of the DHS, began testing whole body imaging technology to screen air trav-

elers. These scans produce detailed, three-dimensional images of individuals. In 

2010, EPIC legally challenged the TSA's unilateral decision to make whole body 

imaging technology the primary screening technique in U.S. airports. EPIC argued 

that this technology violate the U.S. Video Voyeurism Prevention Act of 2004, 

which specifically prohibits the intentional capture of an image of a private area of 

an individual without their consent under circumstances in which the individual has 

a reasonable expectation of privacy. Whereas in defense, TSA proclaimed that its 

whole body imaging technology incorporates a privacy algorithm that eliminates 

much of the detail shown in the images of the individual while still being effective 

                                                           
4 In re JetBlue Airways Corp. Privacy Litig., 379 F.Supp.2d 299 (U.S. Dist. Ct., Eastern Dist. of NY, 

August 1, 2005). 
5 EPIC v. the Department of Homeland Security, Case No. 09-02084(RMU) (D.D.C.filed Nov. 9, 2009) 
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from a security standpoint. Such implementation of an algorithm by TSA to pre-

serve privacy of a natural person is an excellent example of legal protection (i.e. 

privacy) embedded as a preemptive measure. Furthermore, during the litigation it 

reduced burden of proof for DHS based upon the evidence that shows accuracy of 

an algorithm for preserving privacy.    

Respectively in the cloud, participating in the same degree is an online broker. It 

is a software agent used to embed preemptive measure in the cloud [11]. However, 

the discussion in section 3.2 shows that online broker is still at initial level when it 

comes to provisioning legal protection. The primary aim of this research is to pro-

pose a model for an online broker that embeds legal protection as preemptive meas-

ure to reduce burden of proof during litigation. More specifically, the primary re-

search question addressed in this research is: how an online broker can embed legal 

protection as preemptive measure to reduce burden of proof in a court of law?  

For R&D based enterprise that employee online broker, the answer of above re-

search question will benefit in negotiating a contract with service providers to min-

imize trade secret misappropriation in the cloud. However, if the enterprise starts 

using decentralized architecture in the cloud e.g. blockchains, the contract could 

emerge towards a smart contract [12], an autonomous software program running 

over blockchains [13]. In this context, well negotiated contract is not the solution to 

minimize trade secret misappropriation. In fact, in such case it is particularly rele-

vant to instantiate role of judiciary over a blockchain [12].  

Blockchain is an emerging technology for decentralized and transactional data 

sharing across a large network of untrusted participants [14]. The first generation of 

the blockchain was a public ledger for monetary transactions with very limited capa-

bility to support programmable transactions. The typical example is cryptocurrency 

or Bitcoin [15]. The second generation of the blockchain became a generally pro-

grammable infrastructure with a public ledger that records computational results. In 

this generation, smart contracts were introduced as autonomous programs that are 

deployed by the components connected to the blockchain to reach agreements and 

solve problems with minimal trust [13]. Autonomous Decentralized Peer-To-Peer 
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Telemetry (ADEPT), a project of IBM is an excellent implementation of smart con-

tracts to enable programmable transaction in cyber-physical system or internet of 

things [16]. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Smart Contract 

A smart contract is a piece of code that resides on a blockchain and is identified 

by a unique address. It includes a set of executable functions and state variables. The 

function is executed when a transaction is invoked by a certain condition (or by an 

electronic event or data). These transactions include input parameters that are re-

quired by the functions in the contract, see Figure 1.1. Upon the execution of a func-

tion, the state variables in the contract change depending on the logic implemented 

in the function. This execution is self-enforceable i.e. once a smart contract is con-

cluded, its further execution is neither dependent on intend of contractual parties or 

third party, nor does it require any additional approvals or actions from their side 

[17]. Thus, any malicious intent of the party i.e. breach of contract, and role of third 

party addressing the malicious intent i.e. judiciary, becomes irrelevant during the 

execution of a smart contract [18].  

However, in addition to dealing with breaches, contract law also encompasses 

deviations in pre-defined outcomes [19]. Even though breach of contract and role 

of judiciary become irrelevant during the execution of a smart contract, what if an 

output of a smart contract is considered as a breach by court of law? For example, a 

court may acknowledge deviation in output of a contract as a breach, if average up-

time of a web service is 90% instead of agreed 95%. The secondary research ques-

tion addressed in this research is: what happens when the outcome of a smart con-

tract deviates from the outcome that the law demands? The answer to this research 

question will eventually benefit blockchain driven R&D based enterprises to control 
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and stop breach of contract that could potentially lead to trade secret misappropria-

tion. 

1.2 Research Methodology and Challenges   

Figure 1.2 presents flow chart of this PhD research that shows how the primary 

and secondary research questions identified in previous section are addressed.  

 
Fig. 1.2 Research Methodology 

In the figure, the dotted rectangles show the research activities related to the field 

of ICT whereas the rest are related to the field of Law. As there is no law that spe-

cifically talks about protection of trade secrets in the cloud, see section 2.3, therefore 

the first challenge in this research was to build legal argument for protection of 

trade secrets in the cloud. The legal argument (precedent: proof of confidentiality) 
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was identified during literature review of legal text (case law analysis) that ad-

dressed the related research question (in law domain) as shown in the flow chat. 

This challenge is addressed in section 3.1.  

The second challenge was a “twofold transformation” i.e. to find the technical 

concept that correspond to the legal argument and then build a related research ques-

tion in ICT domain. The prior i.e. transformation into technical concept, was a time 

consuming task because there are numerous sub-domains in the field of ICT. For 

example, in section 3.1 and table 3.1, a part of legal argument “…proof of confiden-

tiality: a proof for reasonable efforts made by the owner to protect trade secret in 

the cloud” was transformed into technical concept of “structural significance” that 

belongs to the domain of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), which belongs 

to the domain of operation research, which further belongs to the domain of decision 

science in the field of ICT. This challenge is addressed in section 3.1. 

The third challenge was a review of ICT literature to check if answer to the 

research question (in ICT domain) already exists or not. As it did not exist, this 

PhD research proposed a solution and performed its technical evaluation in a cloud 

environment. The two datasets used during the evaluation were “feedback from cus-

tomers” and “feedback from servers” on Quality of Service (QoS) of cloud storage 

providers. The first dataset i.e., feedback from customers, was compiled using lead-

ing review websites such as Cloud Hosting Reviews, Best Cloud Computing Provid-

ers, and Cloud Storage Reviews and Ratings. The second dataset i.e., feedback from 

servers, was generated from cloud brokerage architecture that was emulated using 

high performance computing (HPC) cluster at University of Luxembourg (HPC @ 

Uni.lu). This challenge is addressed in sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 4.2. 

The fourth challenge was to propose a method that can be used to legally vali-

date results of the PhD research (including results of activities in the field of ICT). 

In this regards, the research proposed method of “Delphi Sampling”, which seeks 

inter-disciplinary (ICT and law) validation for the results. This proposed method is 

based on “Delphi forecasting technique [20]” from the field of policy analysis. In 

this method, several rounds of questionnaires are sent out to inter-disciplinary ex-

perts (or sample), and the anonymous responses on the results are accumulated and 
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shared with the group after every round. The experts are allowed to modify their 

response in succeeding rounds. Since multiple rounds of questions are asked and 

the panel is told what the group thinks as a whole, the Delphi Sampling seeks to 

reach the inter-disciplinary validation for the results through consensus. Based on 

the universal fact of Dominant Minority i.e. opinion of all (experts in the world) is 

dominated by the opinion of few (most experienced and well reputed experts) [21], 

the results of Delphi Sampling is an approximation technique for universal valida-

tion of  multi-disciplinary research results. This challenge is addressed in sections 

3.5, 4.3, and 6.4. 

1.3 Sources of Law for the Research 

Several regulations are potentially related to cloud computing including sector 

specific regulations e.g. health sector and financial sector regulations [22]. In addi-

tion, the emerging trends are: a) use of case law for cloud computing [23]; b) use of 

opinions e.g. at EU level, opinion of Article 29 Working Party6; and c) regulations 

in the form of contracts and standardization documents created by the private sector 

[24]. This research uses case law as a source to build a legal argument for protection 

of trade secrets in the cloud, see sections 1.5.3, and 2.3 for more details.   

1.4 Law and ICT based Research Constraints 

Following list presents law and ICT related research constraints that were en-

countered during the execution of research methodology presented in figure 1.2. 

1. Many regulations are potentially applicable to cloud computing [22-24]. 

Given the extensiveness and density of these laws, complete analysis 

was not possible in this research.  

                                                           
6 The "Article 29 Working Party" is the short name of the Data Protection Working Party 

established by Article 29 of Directive 95/46/EC. It provides the European Commission with 
independent advice on data protection matters and helps in the development of harmonised policies 
for data protection in the EU Member States. 
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2. The scope of literature review in this research can be enhanced by in-

cluding publications presented in languages other than English. For ex-

ample, for systematic review in section 3.2, the research published in 

English language between January 2010 and March 2017 was explored 

by using the following databases: ACM Digital Library, Google 

Scholar, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, and SpringerLink. 

3. Datasets (and sources) used in this research if integrated with additional 

methods e.g. implementing proposed model in Amazon cloud and mon-

itoring data streams for information security, could have increased the 

scope and depth of analyses and results.     

4. Communication of normative and empirical research results between the 

disciplines [25] of Law and ICT is one of the barriers in achieving gen-

uine interdisciplinary validation [26]. For example, there is 100% 

chance that the empirical results that are valid in ICT domain receives 

rejection based on the normative claim made by a lawyer. 

1.5 Research Contributions in the Field of Law   

In addition to following applied benefits of this PhD research, following sub-

sections briefly presents novel research contributions in the field of Law. 

 This research will benefit R&D based enterprises in negotiating a con-

tract with service providers to minimize trade secret misappropriation in 

the cloud. 

 This research will benefit blockchain driven R&D based enterprises to 

control and stop breach of contract that could potentially lead to trade 

secret misappropriation. 

1.5.1 Legal Protection of Trade Secrets in the Cloud 

Contrary to the belief that the cloud is a virtual environment, basically it is num-

ber of computer installed geographically at many locations (e.g. countries) [27]. 

Since, the enterprise using the cloud is not aware of these geographical locations, 

the whereabouts of the uploaded data (or trade secrets) and its management is a 
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matter of great worry [28]. In the domain of ICT, such concern is (or can be) mini-

mized by implementing number of information security measures e.g. cryptography 

(using encryption and hashing) and access management (using access keys and fire-

walls) [29]. However, even after adopting these measures one thing is for sure i.e. 

once the trade secret is uploaded in the cloud, owner loses its control. In fact, given 

the unknown geographical locations of the computers, the responsibility of the 

owner extends to the level where he must ensure that the service provider has nec-

essary information security measures in place to protect trade secrets in the cloud 

[21]. If the provider does not guarantee such measures, the risk e.g. big data analyt-

ics (see section 1.1), could lead to misappropriation of a trade secret. In law, the 

duty of an owner to produce the evidence for misappropriation is known as “burden 

of proof” [30]. In cloud context, such burden could be extremely complex, see dis-

cussion on JetBlue Airways Corp. Privacy Litigation in section 1.1.  

This research uses ICT (unsupervised machine learning) to the help owner of a 

trade secret to reduce burden of proof in the court. In doing so, it is first in-line to 

focus on “legal protection” for trade secrets in the cloud as compared to the well-

established similar concept of “information security”, which provides technical pro-

tection for trade secrets in the cloud e.g. encryption, hashing etc.  

1.5.2 Implementing Notion of Confidentiality by Design 

The idea of incorporating law into ICT design is not completely new. Privacy by 

Design (PbD) is one of such established concepts [31]. Privacy is a legal concept 

that is related to a physical person (human being). PbD includes the idea that ICT 

design should minimize the amount of personal data processing that could lead to 

identification of a physical person [31].  

The underlying notion in this PhD research is also about incorporating law into 

ICT architecture. However, unlike PbD that focuses on privacy of a physical person, 

this research focuses on confidentiality of a legal person (an enterprise) and pro-

poses a new concept of Confidentiality by Design (CbD). CbD includes the idea 

that ICT architecture should scale down burden of proof in the court of law, which 

could help in proving trade secret misappropriation, see chapter 3. Unlike PbD, CbD 
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is a novel area of inter-disciplinary research whose body of knowledge is not yet 

well established. This PhD research is first in-line to implement notion of CbD in 

an online cloud environment.      

1.5.3 Case Law Analysis for Trade Secrets in the Cloud 

Common law is one of the two main legal systems in the present world, the other 

one is civil law [32]. Case law is the part of common law that consists of judgments 

given by courts for cases brought before them. These judgments are called prece-

dents and they are binding on the courts within the same jurisdiction for similar 

cases [32]. Whereas, Civil law is a predefined and highly structured code of rules 

in which a judge decides cases without any reference to precedent(s) [33].  

Legal systems (common or civil law) are only applicable to a particular geo-

graphic region (e.g. country) [33]. Whereas, because of universal footprint of the 

cloud i.e. computer installed geographically at many locations (e.g. countries), im-

plementing legal protection in the cloud could be a challenge [34]. This research is 

first in-line to use case law together with newly proposed method of Delphi Sam-

pling (see section 1.2) to provide legal protection for trade secrets in the cloud. In 

this regards, in the domain of case law, precedents set by previous court rulings on 

trade secret misappropriation (in United States of America - USA) were identified, 

see table 3.1. Afterwards, using Delphi Sampling, it was established that identified 

precedents are applicable in any jurisdiction (or most of them) around the globe and 

hence, they are also applicable to the cloud, see section 3.5.     

1.5.4 Automating Role of Judiciary over Blockchains 

Before trade secret misappropriation trial starts, enterprises (especially start-ups 

or small and medium enterprises) are often confronted with the huge cost of prepar-

ing a lawsuit by the lawyers and substantial loss of time during evidential hearing 

[28, 35]. In such hearing, court determines whether there is enough evidence to start 

a trial. Initially, it assesses significance of misappropriation to ensure that there has 

been a substantial damage in terms of money or reputation. Afterwards, if the sig-

nificance is high, it examines if misappropriation is a result of systematic errors 
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(errors because of overlooked sub-optimality in the system). After positive affirma-

tion, the court issues a preliminary injunction (or temporary restraining order) and 

starts a trial [28, 35, 36]. 

By defying the myth that “smart contracts are unbreachable [18]” and in the con-

text of contract law [19], chapter 6 presents automation of above mentioned role of 

the court (evidential hearing). In this regards, it uses unsupervised machine learning 

and stochastic modeling together with blockchain (smart contract). This PhD re-

search is first in-line to automate role of the judiciary over blockchains.   

1.6 Research Contributions in the Field of ICT  

This section briefly presents novel contributions of the PhD research in the field 

of ICT. 

1.6.1 Self-Regulated Multi-criteria Decision Analysis - MCDA 

Multi-criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), one of the prevalent branches of op-

erations research, aims to design mathematical and computational tools for selecting 

the best alternative among several choices [37]. It prescribes a methodology that 

deals with the most important components in the process of decision making and 

aims at supplying reliable information to take an unbiased decision. These compo-

nents include an objective that is a pre-established goal achievable under given con-

straints. These constraints are criteria that are used to rank potential alternatives. 

Such ranking is generated with respect to criteria and their significance provided by 

a decision maker (DM) [37]. An unbiased selection and valuation of criteria by DMs 

strongly relates to their profound knowledge of the subject matter. Hence, the ap-

proach is termed ineffective when the DM has insufficient subject knowledge. In 

the context of online cloud environment, this PhD research is first in-line to propose 

self-regulated MCDA that operates without DM interference and well suited for the 

context where automation of decision making is required, see chapter 4. 
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1.6.2 Identifying & Analyzing Noisy Data in MCDA (Machine Learning)  

Real-world data, which is the input for data processing and analytics, are affected 

by many factors; among them, the presence of noise is a main factor. It is an una-

voidable problem, which influence data processing and analytics. Noisy data in 

MCDA generally means that the decision making take account of insignificant cor-

relations (or criteria), which could result in selection of sub-optimal or least optimal 

alternative [38]. Using unsupervised machine learning (or factor analysis); this PhD 

research is first in-line to identify and analyze noisy data in MCDA, see sections 

3.4.1 and 4.2.1. 

1.6.3 Delphi Sampling Method (Multidisciplinary Research)   

Communication of normative and empirical research results between the disci-

plines of law and ICT is one of the barriers in achieving genuine interdisciplinary 

validation. The proposed method of Delphi Sampling is an approximation technique 

for universal validation of multidisciplinary research results. Sections 3.5, 4.3, and 

6.4 present use of Delphi Sampling to seek inter-disciplinary (ICT and law) valida-

tion of the results in this PhD research.           

1.7 Thesis Structure  

Figure 1.3 presents pictorial presentation of the thesis structure and related re-

search publications. Chapter 2 (Background) and chapter 5 (Blockchain Evolution 

and Law) presents information on essential concepts necessary for the understand-

ing of the PhD research. Chapter 3 (Related Work and Proposed Model) success-

fully addresses:  

 The primary research questions identified in section 1.1 i.e. how an 

online broker can embed legal protection as preemptive measure to re-

duce burden of proof in a court of law?  

 The following four challenges of the PhD research presented in section 

1.2:  

1. The first challenge to build legal argument for protection of 

trade secrets in the cloud  
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Fig. 1.3 Thesis Structure and Publications 

2. The second challenge of twofold transformation: i.e. to find 

the technical concept that corresponds to legal argument and 

build related research question in ICT domain. 

3. The third challenge, a review of ICT literature to check if an-

swer to research question (in ICT domain) already exists. As 

it was not, the research proposed a solution and performed its 

technical evaluation in a cloud environment.  

4. The fourth challenge to propose a method that can be used to 

legally validate results of PhD research - including results of 

activities in the field of ICT. 

Chapter 4 (Generalization of Proposed Model) presents generalization of 

model proposed in chapter 3. This is one of the major requirements of the second 

PhD degree “PhD in Informatics (Informatique)” at University of Luxembourg, 

Luxembourg. Furthermore, the dataset used in chapter 3 for evaluation of the pro-

posed model is secondary data (data that was collected by someone other than the 

user). This chapter takes the evaluation one step further and test the proposed model 

in cloud brokerage architecture that was emulated using high performance compu-

ting (HPC) cluster at University of Luxembourg (HPC @ Uni.lu). Chapter 6 (Re-

lated Work and Proposed Model 2.0) successfully addresses the secondary re-

search questions identified in section 1.1 i.e. what happens when the outcome of a 

smart contract deviates from the outcome that the law demands? Finally, chapter 7 

(Conclusion and Future Research) concludes the research by presenting main re-

search findings, limitations of models in chapter 3, 4, and 5, and suggests related 

research directions.    

1.8 Research Publications  

Research publication of chapter 1, 2, and 3 is paper 1.  Paper 1, Confidentiality 

by Design: A Case of Implementing Legal Protection by Online Broker for Trade 

Secrets in the Cloud, is submitted to the IEEE Journal - IEEE Transactions on Ser-

vices Computing, and it is currently under review.  
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Research publication of chapter 4 is paper 2. Paper 2, Self-Regulated Multi-cri-

teria Decision Analysis: An Autonomous Brokerage-Based Approach for Service 

Provider Ranking in the Cloud, is a generalization of proposed model in paper 1. It 

also tests the model of paper 1 in cloud brokerage architecture that was emulated 

using high performance computing (HPC) cluster at University of Luxembourg 

(HPC @ Uni.lu). The paper is accepted in 9th IEEE International Conference on 

Cloud Computing Technology and Science (CloudCom 2017), December 11-14, 

Hong Kong China.   

Research publication of chapter 5 and 6 is paper 3, Law as a Service (LaaS): 

Enabling Legal Protection over a Blockchain Network. The paper is accepted in 

14th International Conference on Smart Cities: Improving Quality of Life using ICT 

& IoT (HONET-ICT 17), October 09-11, Irbid Jordan. (2017). Abstract of the paper 

1, 2, and 3 are presented below. 

1. Confidentiality by Design: A Case of Implementing Legal Protection by 

Online Broker for Trade Secrets in the Cloud 

Authors: Muhammad Umer Wasim, Pascal Bouvry, Tadas Limba 

Submitted to: IEEE Transactions on Services Computing (Journal) 

Status: Under Review 

Abstract— Data Protection legislation has evolved around the globe to 

maximize legal protection of trade secrets. However, it is becoming in-

creasingly difficult to prove trade secret violations in cloud context. Em-

bedding legal protection as a preemptive measure could effectively reduce 

such burden of proof in a court of law, which can be implemented by an 

online broker in the cloud. This research proposes a model for an online 

broker that embeds legal protection as preemptive measure to reduce bur-

den of proof during litigation. This is a novel area of inter-disciplinary 

research whose body of knowledge is not yet well established. For evalu-

ation of proposed model, two-stage procedure was implemented that 

shows implementation of legal protection as preemptive measure and sub-

sequently, reduced burden of proof in a court of law. A real time Quality 

of Service based dataset for cloud storage providers (Carbonite, Dropbox, 
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iBackup, JustCloud, SOS Online Backup, SugarSync, and Zip Cloud) was 

used for the evaluation. Theoretically this multi-disciplinary research is a 

pioneer discussion on providing legal protection to trade secrets in the 

cloud. Whereas, the beneficiary of the research would be R&D based en-

terprises that see trade secret misappropriation as limiting factor for ac-

quisition of cloud services.   

Index Terms—legal protection, trade secret, cloud computing, big data an-

alytics, burden of proof, online broker, multi-criteria decision analysis 

(MCDA), analytic hierarchy process (AHP), technique for order of prefer-

ence by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), unsupervised machine learn-

ing, factor analysis, principal factor analysis, quality of service (QoS). 

2. Self-Regulated Multi-criteria Decision Analysis: An Autonomous Broker-

age-Based Approach for Service Provider Ranking in the Cloud 

Authors: Muhammad Umer Wasim, Abdallah A. Z. A. Ibrahim, Pascal 

Bouvry, Tadas Limba 

Submitted to: 9th IEEE International Conference on Cloud Computing 

Technology and Science (CloudCom 2017), December 11-14, Hong Kong 

China. (2017)  

Weblink: http://2017.cloudcom.org/ 

Status: Accepted 

Acceptance Ratio: 29.4% 

Abstract—The use of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) by online 

broker to rank different service providers in the Cloud is based upon cri-

teria provided by a customer. However, such ranking is prone to bias if the 

customer has insufficient domain knowledge. He/she may exclude relevant 

or include irrelevant criterion termed as ’misspecification of criterion’. 

This causes structural uncertainty within the MCDA leading to selection 

of suboptimal service provider by online broker. To cater such issue, we 

propose a self-regulated MCDA, which uses notion of factor analysis from 

the field of unsupervised machine learning. Two QoS based datasets were 

used for evaluation of proposed model. The prior dataset i.e., feedback 
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from customers, was compiled using leading review websites such as 

Cloud Hosting Reviews, Best Cloud Computing Providers, and Cloud 

Storage Reviews and Ratings. The later dataset i.e., feedback from servers, 

was generated from cloud brokerage architecture that was emulated using 

high performance computing (HPC) cluster at University of Luxembourg 

(HPC @ Uni.lu). The results show better performance of proposed model 

as compared to its counterparts in the field. The beneficiary of the research 

would be enterprises that view insufficient domain knowledge as a limiting 

factor for acquisition of cloud services. 

Keywords—multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), online broker, mis-

specification of criteria, structural uncertainty, unsupervised machine 

learning, factor analysis, quality of service (QoS). 

3. Law as a Service (LaaS): Enabling Legal Protection over a Blockchain 

Network 

Authors: Muhammad Umer Wasim, Abdallah A. Z. A. Ibrahim, Pascal 

Bouvry, Tadas Limba 

Submitted to: 14th International Conference on Smart Cities: Improving 

Quality of Life using ICT & IoT (HONET-ICT 17), October 09-11, Irbid 

Jordan. (2017) 

Weblink: http://honet-ict.org/ 

Status: Accepted  

Abstract— In the current world of online contracts i.e. service level agree-

ments (SLAs), contract breaches are usually compensated by gift vouchers, 

however in an emerging world of online contracts i.e. smart contracts, the 

breaches could potentially lead to court injunctions over blockchains. This 

research proposes Probability based Factor Model (PFM) that can be im-

plemented over the blockchain to automatically issue court injunction for 

the breach, which has a potential to create substantial damage and has 

high probability to occur in the future. The underlying concept in PFM is 

built upon the notion of factor analysis and stochastic modeling from the 

discipline of Data Science. High performance computing (HPC) cluster at 
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University of Luxembourg (HPC @ Uni.lu) and docker (a software con-

tainer platform) were used to emulate contractual environment of three 

service providers: Redis, MongoDB, and Memcached Servers. The results 

showed that court injunction(s) was issued only for Redis and MongoDB 

Servers. Technically, this difference could be attributed to the fact that 

Memcached is simply used for caching and therefore, it is less prone to 

breach of contract. Whereas, Redis and MongoDB as databases and mes-

sage brokers are performing more complex operations and are more likely 

to cause a breach. The beneficiary of the research would be an enterprise 

that views breach of contract as a limiting factor for implementation of 

smart contract in cyber-physical system or internet of things. 

Keywords— blockchain, smart contract, contract law, breach of contract, 

court injunction, unsupervised machine learning, factor analysis, stochas-

tic modeling, structural equation modeling. 
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Chapter 2 : Background 

This chapter describes the background information on essential concepts neces-

sary to understand PhD research addressing the primary research question identified 

in section 1.1. Section 2.1 provides a brief overview of cloud computing, its service 

models, deployment models, and stakeholders. Afterwards, section 2.2 discusses 

data protection in the cloud in terms of personal data (privacy) and business data 

(trade secrets). Section 2.3 presents current efforts and related issues for legal pro-

tection of trade secrets in the cloud. Finally, section 2.4 summaries the discussion 

and findings of the chapter.   

2.1 Cloud Computing 

Cloud is a shared infrastructure allowing customers to access computing re-

sources remotely [27]. Consumers of cloud services connect to these resources over 

the internet for their computing requirements. In addition to the basic requirements 

like sending and receiving emails, consumers store everything from valuable com-

mercial data to photographs/videos on the cloud [21]. This data is stored on the 

computers located at different geographic locations (e.g. countries). From a tech-

nical viewpoint, the location of the data is often considered irrelevant, however, it 

has legal implications [21]. 

Cloud computing allows the consumers to outsource their computing require-

ments in a proficient and cost effective manner [27]. Popular cloud service like 

Dropbox is common examples of the cloud based storage service. It has many ad-

vantages like: global access to documents, inexpensive data backup, and access to 

new and innovative business solutions (e.g. Dropbox for Businesses) [27]. How-

ever, in addition to these advantages, new challenges have also evolved. For exam-

ple, data storage at different geographic locations has created challenges for regu-

lators, particularly in the areas of intellectual property, data protection, and 

compliance in many industry sectors such as finance or healthcare [21]. Some of 

the challenges are specific to type of service and deployment models used in the 

cloud. The following subsection presents service and deployment models of cloud 
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computing.   

2.1.1 Cloud Computing Service and Deployment Models 

The extent to which a consumer can have control over their data depends on the 

cloud model under use. In general, following are the three cloud computing service 

models available [27]: 

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provides the consumer with compu-

ting resources such as processing power (and/or storage) e.g. Google 

Compute Engine. Under this model, the consumer has most of the con-

trol over the data in the cloud.  

 Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides the consumer with the platform 

(software environment) for developing (and commonly deploying) cus-

tom applications e.g. Google App Script/Engine. Under this model, the 

consumer has less control over the data as compared to IaaS.  

 Software as a Service (SaaS) provides the consumer with access to the 

software e.g. Gmail. Under this model, the consumer has the least 

amount of control over the data.  

In addition to different service models discussed above, not all clouds are created 

with equal accessibility. In general, following are the three cloud computing de-

ployment models available [27]:  

 On the most secure model in terms of accessibility is a private cloud.  

This model is often dedicated to a single enterprise, or shared by mem-

bers of the same corporate group. The owner of private cloud owns the 

data center(s) and other physical facilities. The outsourcing in this 

model does not generally take place, providing for a greater level of data 

security. It has some of the advantages of cloud computing, like global 

access, but do not capitalize the cost saving obtained through shared 

networks. This model is appropriate for enterprises or corporations with 

sensitive computing needs (or sensitive data processing needs) includ-

ing those in the financial and health sectors.  
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 Community cloud is similar to a private cloud in a way that it has con-

trolled access to the computing resources. Instead of only available for 

an enterprise (like in private cloud), this model serves many enterprises 

with similar security requirements e.g. banking cloud or healthcare 

cloud. The benefit of this model is a sharing of ICT resources allowing 

for lower cost, whereas, the down side is reduced security (as per in-

crease in number of enterprises). 

 On the less secure side is a public cloud e.g. Amazon and Google cloud. 

It provides access to many consumers. It has lowest cost and most com-

monly used model. However, low cost, flexibility, and accessibility 

come at the cost of security, as it may expose the data of their consumers 

to the greatest risks of misappropriation. Moreover, the data may be 

monitored for secondary clients or reused by third party applications. As 

a result of their large size and implementation, it is difficult to determine 

location of the data at any given time.  

 Hybrid cloud combines public and private cloud models to provide a 

higher level of security e.g. sensitive data is kept or transferred over pri-

vate cloud while less sensitive data is kept or transferred over public 

cloud. By using this model, the cloud consumer takes advantage of 

economy of scale and advanced security.  

 The major stakeholders that plan, deliver, and consume above mentioned cloud 

computing service and deployment models are discussed in following section.  

2.1.2 Major Stakeholders in Cloud Computing 

In general, following are the four major stakeholders involved in planning, deliv-

ering, and consumption of cloud computing service and deployment models dis-

cussed in preceding section  [27]:  

 Consumer: The final end user of a cloud computing service. The other 

terms used for an end-user of a cloud service are: cloud client and cloud 

subscriber.  

 Service Provider: Cloud service provider is the enterprise making the 
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cloud service available to the consumer. Depending on the services 

models (SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS), the role of the service provider varies. 

For example in the SaaS, service provider will provide all features of the 

cloud service (e.g. Gmail) to the consumer. In the PaaS, service provider 

is in control of the underlying platform and put the consumer in control 

of applications running on the platform. In the IaaS, service provider 

even shares access to platform with consumer. 

 Auditor: The auditor is an external agent that evaluates the cloud service. 

The typical function of an auditor is to verify compliance in reference 

to regulation, standard, or contract. An auditor is seen as playing an in-

creasingly important role in cloud security, privacy protection, and over-

all trust in the cloud. Many public bodies require third party audits for 

evaluation of cloud services (or service providers). 

 Broker: Cloud broker is an intermediary agent between consumers and 

service providers. It play critical role in finding a desired cloud ser-

vice(s) for consumers and helps in establishing a contractual relation-

ship between consumers and service providers.  

Trust between above mentioned stakeholders is critical for planning, delivering, 

and consumption of cloud computing service and deployment models. The follow-

ing section discusses notion of data protection in the cloud that could aid or impair 

such trust.   

2.2 Data Protection and Cloud Computing 

Data security is the leading concern that could aid or impair the trust between 

stakeholders in the cloud [28]. Threats to data security can emanate from the con-

sumers themselves as shared infrastructure of cloud computing opens the possibility 

for interference or espionage [39]; from the insider (service provider); from third 

party insiders (sub-contractor) [40]; or from the outsiders e.g. spammers are using 

phishing campaigns and hackers are using cryptographic key cracking [39]. These 

threats mainly emerge from lack of control on the resources, increased exposure of 
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internal infrastructure, and insufficient adaptation of security measures. This im-

plies that both service providers as well as consumers have to be aware of the exist-

ence of such threats and take appropriate measures to address them. Taking such 

measures is not just based on business reasons but is also due to mandatory legal 

requirements [41], which are different as per type of the data in the cloud. The fol-

lowing subsections present the two most common types of data in the cloud and the 

related legal requirements for their protection.   

2.2.1 Protecting Personal Data (Privacy) in the Cloud 

As discussed in section 1.5.2, privacy in the cloud begins with understanding the 

concept of ‘personal data’ and it’s ‘processing’. In the EU context i.e. by using Eu-

ropean Data Protection Directive (or Regulation), the two concepts are explained as 

follows [41].  

1. The term processing includes a range of actions related to data including 

the collection, recording, organization, storage, alteration, retrieval, con-

sultation, use, transmission, dissemination, combination, blocking, and de-

struction. The directive is mainly focused on the processing of personal 

data wholly or partly by automatic means. The use of the term wholly or 

partly suggests that an automated operation that contains some manual use 

of personal data falls within the jurisdiction of the directive. Moreover, the 

directive is also valid to non-automated processing which forms part of a 

filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system (structured 

data). Fundamentally, the directive applies whenever personal data is pro-

cessed using automated or non-automated means (except some excep-

tions). Given many operations included within the concept of data pro-

cessing e.g. collection, recording, organization; processing of the data in 

the cloud may also involve one or more of these operations and hence, it 

is subjected to personal data protection regulation. For example, if IaaS 

provided storage is used for personal data, then it will be subjected to per-

sonal data protection regulation e.g. European Data Protection Directive 

(or Regulation).  
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2. The personal data is any information relating to an identified or identifia-

ble natural person. Identification requires features that describe a person in 

such a way that he/she can be distinguished from others. Such identifica-

tion of the individual could happen directly from the information being 

processed or could be by combining the information being processed with 

other information. To conceal identify of a person during data processing, 

following are the most common techniques in use [31]:  

 Anonymisation is a process by which data is concealed to make 

it difficult to identify data subjects. This can be done by deleting 

identifying details.  

 Pseudonymisation involves replacing names or other direct iden-

tifiers with codes or numbers.  

 Encryption is the process of changing a plain text in to ciphertext. 

A ciphertext is unreadable by a human or computer without the 

cipher (or decryption key).  

A combination of these techniques, for example anonymisation, pseudon-

ymisation, and encryption can enhance the protection of the personal data 

in the cloud. 

2.2.2 Protecting Business Data (Trade Secrets) in the Cloud 

Discussions regarding trade secrets protection in the cloud begin with under-

standing the concept of contracts. In the EU, there is no single definition of a con-

tract. Existing definitions are found in various regulations related to commerce (or 

electronic commerce) [42]. In the cloud, service providers enter into contracts with 

consumers in a number of ways. For some consumers, the contract follows the old 

contracting scheme (paper and pen), while others agree to terms electronically (elec-

tronic contract). Also, the term electronic contract does not have a standard defini-

tion [43]. In general, electronic contract is an agreement where a service is formally 

defined and relevant factors for data protection, among others, are decided between 

service providers and consumers in an online environment. Most common of these 

factors for data protection include followings [43-45]:  
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 Availability: Availability enables authorized consumers to access data 

and to receive it in the desired time.  

 Accuracy: Data is accurate if it is free from errors and it has the format 

that the consumers want. If data has been altered intentionally or unin-

tentionally, it is no longer accurate.  

 Authenticity: Authenticity of data is the state of being original. Data is 

unauthentic if it is not in the state in which it was created, placed, stored, 

or transferred.  

 Confidentiality: Data is confidential if it is protected from unauthorized 

access and if unauthorized access is made to the data, confidentiality is 

breached.  

 Integrity: Data has integrity when it is complete and remains uncor-

rupted. Many malwares are designed with the aim to corrupt the data.  

 Utility: The utility of data is its format. If data is accessible, but is not in 

a format that is meaningful to the consumer, it is not useful or has no 

utility.  

 Possession: The possession of data is its control. Data is said to be in 

the possession, if one has obtained it (regardless of its format). While a 

breach of confidentiality always results in a breach of possession, a 

breach of possession does not always result in a breach of confidential-

ity. For example, a company has secured its data using encryption. An 

x-employee decides to take a copy of the data and sell it to the compet-

itor. The stealing of the data from protected environment is a breach of 

possession. But, because the data is encrypted and cannot be used with-

out decryption; therefore, there is no breach of confidentiality.  

 Security Measures and Standards: Given the fact that cloud is a shared 

infrastructure, security measures and industry standards (e.g. ISO 2700 

standards) play a central role in protecting data in the cloud.  

 Acceptable Use Policies: Acceptable use polices are applied on consum-

ers to refrain them from unauthorized use of the service.  
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 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR): In general, service providers do not 

claim any ownership rights on the data stored by the consumer in the 

cloud. However, data that is created during the life of the service may 

be claimed as the exclusive property of the service provider e.g. algo-

rithms developed while optimizing the consumer data in the cloud.   

 Data Breach Notification and Liability: The requirement to notify data 

breach comes from the terms of the contract. Most standard electronic 

contracts offer little (or nothing) in the way of liabilities for data misap-

propriation.  

 Unilateral Amendment of Contract: The contract must allow consum-

ers with the ability to object unilateral changes in the contract that relates 

to the data protection in the cloud.  

 Subcontracting: If multiple providers e.g. service provider, infrastruc-

ture provider, software provider etc., are involved in handling data in 

the cloud, there must be a liability clause for each provider in the con-

tract. 

  Location of Data: Consumers can use the contract to define the location 

of data in motion, at rest, and geographic locations for backup.  

 Portability: Consumers can use the contract to minimize lock-in effect. 

For example, use of proprietary data format for storage by service pro-

vider makes the consumer’s data unusable with another provider. Op-

tions for migration to other service providers must be addressed in the 

contract.  

 Jurisdictions: As service providers commonly operate across multiple 

jurisdictions. Under the general principles of freedom of contract, con-

sumers and service providers have choice in determining the forum and 

the jurisdiction(s) that will be applied to their dispute(s) related to data 

misappropriation. 

 Termination: The contract must address the liabilities related to data 
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misappropriation even after its termination (in normal or abnormal con-

ditions). 

Trade secrets in the cloud could be stored in different jurisdiction at the same 

time [27]. It is often neither practical nor viable to limit the storage to one jurisdic-

tion, although as discussed above, contracts can be used to limit the storage to cer-

tain jurisdictions. Moreover, it was also mentioned that under the general principles 

of freedom of contract, consumers and service providers have choice in determining 

the jurisdiction(s) that will be applied to dispute(s) related to trade secret misappro-

priation. Although this may reduce some of the confusion and provide greater cer-

tainty for trade secrets protection in the cloud, the jurisdictional problems do not 

completely go away [43-45]. For example, in a typical cloud setup, where a trade 

secret is stored in many jurisdictions, it might be difficult to point to the location 

where the misappropriation has occurred. This is because the damage that gives rise 

to liability can also be distributed in the same manner as the setup of the cloud across 

different jurisdictions. In the following section we discuss current efforts and related 

issues for protection of trade secrets at cross-jurisdiction level.  

2.3 Rule of Law and Protecting Trade Secrets in the Cloud 

At cross-jurisdiction level, World Trade Organization’s Trade-Related Aspects of 

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement provides certain basic remedies 

which signatory countries should make available to the owner of a trade secret in 

case of misappropriation [46, 47]. However, among the signatory countries, this 

benchmark does not successfully serve the purpose of prompting uniformity be-

cause it has not been implemented, or has been implemented with different specifi-

cations [48].  

Likewise at EU level, Table 2.1 summarizes such disparity in legislative pano-

rama of twenty seven members states of the European Union [49] for trade secret 

protection. It can be observed that, most of the member states have not applied the 

Intellectual Property (IP) law for trade secrets protection as per definition of TRIPS 

agreement since they do not consider rights in trade secrets to be Intellectual Prop-

erty Rights (IPR). However, absence of a specific law e.g. IP law, does not seem to 
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necessarily entail an inadequate level of protection for trade secrets. Sensitive in-

formation which meets certain minimum requirements is protected in all relevant 

regulations [50], see table 2.1. Nevertheless, absence of uniformity in different ju-

risdictions may lead to insubstantial retribution for misappropriation at the cross- 

jurisdiction level. To deal with such discrepancy, on 28 November 2013, the Euro-

pean Commission (EC) published a draft directive to harmonize trade secret protec-

tion across the EU. This directive aims at: a) making it easier for national courts to 

deal with the misappropriation, b) remove infringing products from the market, and 

c) make it easier for victims to receive compensation for violation of their trade 

secrets.  
Table 2.1 Trade Secret Protections in EU-27 

 
The successful application of the proposed directive by EC relies on the assump-

tion that the location and responsibility of data is known and understood i.e. juris-

diction for a trade secret is transfixed (EU region). However, because of universal 

footprint of the cloud (cross-jurisdiction setup around the globe), proposed directive 

and similar regulations may fail to protect a trade secret in the Cloud.  
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  2.4 Summary  

This chapter discusses essential concepts necessary to understand the section of 

PhD research that is addressing the primary research question identified in section 

1.1. In this regards, this chapter majorly discusses topic of data protection in the 

cloud.  It was observed that the trust between the stakeholders in the cloud (con-

sumer, service provider, auditor, and broker) is critical for planning, delivering, and 

consumption of cloud computing service and deployment models. One of the major 

issues that could aid or impair such trust is data protection. For an enterprise, data 

protection is protection of its business data or trade secrets in the cloud. Despite of 

the fact that contract can provide greater certainty for trade secrets protection in the 

cloud, the jurisdictional problems do not completely go away and may result in fail-

ure of legal protection of trade secrets in the cloud.    
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Chapter 3 : Related Work and Proposed Model 

This chapter addresses the challenges that were presented in section 1.2. By do-

ing so, it successfully answers the primary research question: how an online broker 

can embed legal protection as preemptive measure to reduce burden of proof in a 

court of law? The answer to this research question will benefit R&D based enter-

prises to negotiate a contract with service providers to minimize trade secret misap-

propriation in the cloud. Section 3.1 addresses the first challenge i.e. to build legal 

argument for protection of trade secrets in the cloud. It also addresses the second 

challenge of twofold transformation i.e. to find the technical concept that corre-

sponds to legal argument and build related research question in ICT domain. Sec-

tions 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 address the third challenge. Section 3.2 presents review of 

ICT literature to check if the answer to research question (in ICT domain) already 

exists or not. As it was not, section 3.3 proposes a solution and section 3.4 presents 

its technical evaluation in a cloud environment. Section 3.5 addresses the fourth 

challenge i.e. to legally validate the results of this chapter. Finally, section 3.6 sum-

maries the discussion and findings in the chapter.   

3.1 Related Work (Law – Case Law Analysis)   

Considering the gap identified in section 2.3 i.e. because of universal footprint of 

the cloud (cross-jurisdiction setup), regulations around the globe may fail to protect 

a trade secret in the cloud, and to investigate plausible implementation of law for a 

trade secret protection in the cloud, in the domain of “case law”, precedents set by 

previous court rulings in United States of America (USA) were identified, see table 

3.1.   



 
 

 
 

Table 3.1 Precedents set by Court Rulings for Trade Secret Protection in USA 
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 Precedent Court Cases 

Pr
es

en
ce

 

Customer can store different types of data 

in the cloud. However, based on opinions 

in cases 1, 2, and 3, not all of them would 

come within the ambit of trade secret pro-

tection until data is not generally known 

to industry or public and the Customer has 

taken all possible measures to keep it se-

cure.  

COURT CASE 1: Religious Technology Ctr. v. Netcom On‐Line Communication 

Servsa: One of the leading opinions in this case was, “even if one person knows 

about the trade secret that could derive economic benefit from it, then the data could 

lose its trade secret status”. But what if the data stored by Customer in the cloud 

has open source elements in it e.g. source code derived from open source software? 

In Essex Group v Southwire Corp.b, the court stated that “the trade secret can exist 

in a combination of characteristics and components, each of which is in public do-

main, but the unified process design and operation of which in unique combination, 

affords a competitive advantage and protective trade secret”.  

COURT CASE 2: J.T. Healey & Son, Inc. v. James A. Murphy & Son, Inc.c: One 

of the leading opinions in this case was, “if the person entitled to a trade secret 

wishes to have its exclusive use in his own business, he must not fail to take all 

proper and reasonable steps to keep it secret. . .”.  

COURT CASE 3: Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v Dummd: One of 

the leading opinions in this case was, “the trade secret owner has to take reasonable 

efforts to maintain secrecy”. 
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Structural Significance: Service provider 

can provide different criteria for security 

e.g. encryption, firewalls, access control 

etc. If a Customer fails to endorse signifi-

cance of these criteria as per intend or a 

goal e.g. trade secret protection, then 

based on opinions in cases 4 and 5, he has 

not exercised a reasonable effort to main-

tain secrecy of the trade secret. 

COURT CASE 4: Carboline Co v. Lebecke: One of the leading opinions in this case 

was, ”the trade secret owner had not taken reasonable measures as per intend to 

maintain secrecy where, among other things, it took no measures to protect infor-

mation in the hands of suppliers or customers”.   

COURT CASE 5: Heartland Home Fin., Inc v. Allied Mortgage Capital Corp.f: One 

of the leading opinions in this case was, “the use of an encrypted email to transmit 

the alleged trade secret and the password protection were insufficient as per intend 

(given the lack of other security criteria)”. 
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Contract Compliance: If a customer uses 

cloud services that discloses trade secret 

to a service provider then based on opin-

ions in cases 6 and 7, data will not lose its 

trade secret status if a contract between 

the two complies with non-disclosure reg-

ulations.  

COURT CASE 6: Lac Minerals Ltd. v. International Corona Resources Ltd.g: One 

of the leading opinions in this case was, “A duty of confidence arises when a person 

acquires knowledge of confidential information, including trade secrets, under cir-

cumstances in which the person has notice or agreed that the information is confi-

dential as per law”.  

COURT CASE 7: Saltman Engineering Coy Ltd. v. Campbell Engineering Coy. 

Ltdh: One of the leading opinions in this case was, “if information is given by one 

trader to another in circumstances which make that information confidential as per 

law, then the second trader is disentitled to make use of the confidential information 

for purposes of trade by way of competition with the first trader”.  
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n 
Based on the opinions in cases 8 and 9, it 

can be established that performing big 

data analytics is unlawful when: a) Big 

Data is obtained illegally or b) contract is 

breached during its lifetime or even after 

termination.   

 

COURT CASE 8: Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bricon Corp.i: One of the leading opinions 

in this case was “trade secret law imposes a liability only when the data is obtained 

by improper means or under breach of an agreement. It does not impose a liability 

for mere copying of the data; others are free to inspect the publicly available data 

to reverse engineer to procure secret information from it”. 

COURT CASE 9: Cadbury Schweppes v. FBI Foods Ltd.j: One of the leading opin-

ions in this case was, “a licensor revealed to the licensee, under license, confidential 

information about a recipe for a tomato cocktail with clam broth. After receiving 

notice to terminate the license, the licensee used the confidential information to de-

velop a competing product. The court held the licensee was under an obligation to 

protect the trade secret even after termination of the license”. 
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a Religious Technology Ctr. v. Netcom On‐Line Communication Servs, 10 Cal. Rptr. 3d (2004)  
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For misappropriation claim of trade secret in the cloud, table 3.1 shows that the 

plaintiff7 must establish three things in a court of law. They are: a) presence: it’s a 

proof of data in the cloud to be a trade secret, b) confidentiality: it’s a proof for 

reasonable efforts made by the owner to protect trade secret in the cloud, and c) 

misappropriation: it’s a proof for misappropriation of a trade secret by using big 

data analytics. Furthermore, to ensure reasonable efforts are in place for confiden-

tiality, owner must also assess structural significance of criteria and inspect contract 

(or electronic contract) for compliance with non-disclosure regulations. Whereas, 

structural significance of criteria is similar to the concept of coefficient of determi-

nation in statistics [51]. Statistically, it’s a “shared and common variance” among 

the criteria that represents a goal [52]. Its low value indicates presence of irrelevant 

criterion or absence of relevant criterion in relation to a goal.  

 

 

 
Fig. 3.1 Structural Significance of Criteria 

                                                           
7 a person who brings a case against another in a court of law. 
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For example, figure 3.1 present three hypothetical cases with different values of 

structure significance of criteria. In case A, a pictorial presentation shows 20% of 

the shared and common variance between criteria (Audits, Firewall, and Encryp-

tion). As per contribution, Audits is a least relevant criterion in relation to a goal i.e. 

Security. In case B, after omitting Audits as an irrelevant criterion, 80% of shared 

and common variance is depicted between Firewall and Encryption in relation to 

the goal. In case C, a new criterion of Access management is added to the Case B 

and variance is depicted to be 70%. Among these three cases, Case B shows the 

highest structural significance of criteria i.e. 80%, in relation to the goal. However, 

in case C structural significance is also high i.e. 70%, which, in addition to Firewall 

and Encryption, justifies presence of Access management as a relevant criterion in 

relation to the goal. 

The immediate lesson from preceding paragraph is that a misappropriation claim 

with the proofs for presence, confidentiality, and misappropriation is a sure recipe 

for litigation. However, as per conclusion of JetBlue Airways Corp. Privacy Litiga-

tion in chapter 1 - page 3, it is plausible that a fully fleshed-out proof for confiden-

tiality that include evidence for structural significance and contract compliance, 

may complicate the burden of proof during the litigation. Thereupon, as per out-

come of discussion on EPIC v. the Department of Homeland Security in chapter 1 

– page 3 and 4, it is implied to use online broker to reduce such burden by embed-

ding legal protection as preemptive measure. However, for online broker to do so, 

it must be capable to (1) inspect contract (or electronic contract) for compliance 

with non-disclosure regulations and (2) assess structural significance of criteria. For 

an affirmative response to both these requirements, the broker can then be assumed 

to be successfully providing legal protection for trade secrets in the cloud and sub-

sequently, reducing burden of proof in a court of law.   

3.2 Related Work (ICT – Systematic Review)   

A review of relevant literature was performed to examine the status of online 

brokers for (1) inspecting contract compliance with non-disclosure regulations and 

(2) assessing structural significance of criteria. It was learned that services of online 
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brokers are still at their initial level when it comes for provisioning legal protection. 

For example, the model for regulation aware online broker required for inspection 

of a contract for compliance with non-disclosure regulations has been recently de-

veloped in [11]. Moreover, it was also observed that, unlike contract compliance, 

structural significance is not directly and distinctly expressed in the reviewed liter-

ature. Therefore an additional attempt was made to analyze underlying contents by 

performing systematic review. Systematic review uses transparent procedure to find 

and analyze results of relevant research. This procedure is explicitly defined in ad-

vance in order to ensure that it can be replicated afterwards.  

For systematic review, the research published between January 2010 and March 

2017 was explored by using the following databases: ACM Digital Library, Google 

Scholar, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, and SpringerLink. The primacy search term 

was “cloud service provisioning models”. Figure 3.2 present chronological distri-

bution of identified models [37, 53-73]. Right hand side models uses data mining, 

whereas, left hand side models apply multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). It is 

evident from the figure that MCDA is the prevalent technique and hence, only 

MCDA based models were selected to identify an approach that is used by online 

broker to assess structural significance of criteria.





 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 3.2 Chronological Distribution of Models for Online Broker 

 





 
 

 
 

MCDA is a methodology that deals with objective, criteria, and alternatives to 

reach a pre-established goal [37]. The goal or an overarching principle for an online 

broker could be the ranking of service providers. Whereas, the objective i.e. specific 

and measurable step, set to reach the goal could be data security. Once the objective 

is fixed, it is then necessary to establish criteria that are used to evaluate alternatives 

leading to the objective. For example, to evaluate service providers for data security 

in the cloud, online brokers can check type of security group in use. Security group 

is a virtual firewall that controls data flow in the cloud; therefore, service provider 

with its upmost implementation will be a leading alternative in the ranking. 

During the review of MCDA based models, it was observed that the well-estab-

lished goal for MCDA based online brokers is either ranking of service providers 

or optimization of cloud resources. In particular, optimization is realized through an 

objective of agility i.e. to sense opportunities or threats and allocate alternatives in 

an efficient and timely manner. The most common criteria used to observe such 

change is quality of service (QoS) e.g. response time, execution time, utilization etc. 

In [37] authors propose a broker for distributed resources management in the cloud 

using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). They argue that, unresolved QoS issues 

cause service provider to suffer from unacceptable levels of performance. In this 

regards, AHP is used to recognize changes by performing pairwise comparison of 

system attributes structured in a hierarchal relationship. For a broker, such system 

is composed of resources and tasks. Incoming tasks are stored in a matrix configu-

ration and sorted as per their priority that is measured by QoS criteria such as price 

or deadline etc. Likewise, resource matrix contains information on QoS of all re-

sources. Overall, a broker contains two matrices, one for tasks and other for re-

sources. The solution is to match the two in order for service provider to fetch the 

maximum return as per performance. In [58] authors propose a task-oriented-sched-

uling mechanism using AHP. They argue that, resource allocation is a complicated 

task in the cloud as there are many alternatives with varying capacities. In proposed 

mechanism, tasks are pairwise compared according to network bandwidth, com-

plete time, task cost, and reliability of a task. Afterwards, weight for each task is 

calculated using AHP and resources are allocated respectively. In [72], a proposed 
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model uses AHP and fuzzy based Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to 

an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) to decide which cloud is the most suitable for offloading 

of tasks in fuzzy environments. Authors argue that, to extend the battery life and 

reduce execution time on mobile devices, computation tasks can be offloaded to the 

cloud. However, offloading the same task to different clouds may result in dissimi-

lar amounts of computing (per unit time) due to difference in QoS. In this context, 

proposed model uses AHP to calculate task priority, then uses fuzzy based TOPSIS 

to identify an alternative (cloud) that is simultaneously closest to the ideal solution 

i.e. cloud with desired QoS, and the farthest from the anti-ideal solution and finally, 

perform offloading of tasks to this cloud as per assigned priorities. In [59] authors 

propose a model using Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory 

(DEMATEL), DEMATEL based Analytic Network Process (ANP), and VIKOR. 

They argue that, understanding Customer intentions and behaviors with regards to 

cloud services will help service providers to identify factors that affect their use and 

subsequently performance. ANP closely relates to AHP. While, AHP structures a 

decision problem into a hierarchy, ANP do it as a network. For proposed model, 

DEMATEL is used to construct a fuzzy scope influential network relationship map 

(FSINRM), which is then utilized to illustrate the influential relationships among 

criteria related to cloud services. Subsequently, DEMATEL based ANP and 

VIKOR methods are used to determine weights of criteria and gaps from the desired 

level of service delivery. The average gap between the actual and desired level in-

dicate deficiencies in cloud services that must be addressed to improve perfor-

mance. In [60] authors proposes dynamic service placement and replication (DSPR) 

framework to manage cloud services in a distributed environment. They argue that, 

services running on cloud still require service provider to plan distributed architec-

ture carefully to leverage on the scalability offered by the cloud. In this regards, 

DSPR introduces a fuzzy inference engine to perform resource evaluation and allo-

cation. DSPR uses team formation algorithm to continuously shift services to serv-

ers with better performance and at the same time, dynamic service replication algo-

rithm autonomously form server pools to guarantee scalability. In [61] authors 

propose a model for resource allocation using a self-tuning fuzzy controller 
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(STFCs). They argue that, design of an accurate and stable controller is challenging 

when response time is considered as a measured output. In this regards, DynaQoS 

is proposed as a two-layer QoS provisioning framework. The first layer is composed 

of a set of STFCs that measure response time, whereas, the second layer combines 

the requests from multiple STFCs to generate a single output for a resource man-

agement module to perform resource allocation. In [62] authors propose a new ap-

proach for dynamic autonomous resource management in cloud. They argue that, 

the optimal allocation of cloud resources such as virtual machines eventually relates 

to high profits for a service provider. In this regards, proposed approach perform 

dynamic resource management where main management task is further decom-

posed into independent subtasks. Each subtask is then performed by autonomous 

node agents (NA). NA uses PROMETHEE that perform QoS based pairwise com-

parison among alternatives i.e. resources, to identify and eliminate the alternative 

that is dominated by the other. 

On the contrary, when the goal of an online broker is to generate ranking of ser-

vice providers, the corresponding objective is benchmarking i.e. to assign relative 

weights to alternatives. The most common criteria used for assigning such weights 

are QoS e.g. security, reliability, availability etc. In [63]  authors proposes a hybrid 

decision-making model based on affinity diagram, fuzzy AHP (FAHP) and fuzzy 

TOPSIS (FTOPSIS) to evaluate cloud solutions to host Big Data projects. In the 

first stage of this model, identification of evaluation criteria is performed by a deci-

sion-making committee using Affinity Diagram. Due to the varied importance of 

the selected criteria, a FAHP process is used in the second stage to assign weights 

for each criterion. FTOPSIS in the third stage employ these weighted criteria as 

inputs to evaluate and measure the performance of each alternative (cloud solu-

tions). In the last step, a sensitivity analysis is performed to evaluate the impact of 

criteria weights on the final rankings of alternatives. In [64] authors discusses eval-

uation of Trade-offs based Methodology for Adoption of cloud based Services 

(TrAdeCIS) using TOPSIS and ANP. They argue that the decision to use such ser-

vices is based upon criteria which can be mutually interdependent and conflicting 

and hence, a trade-offs-based methodology is needed to make such decisions. 
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TrAdeCIS is the first methodology that supports an automated and quantified trade-

offs based decision making for selection of a best cloud based service. In [65] au-

thors compares behavior and quality of TOPSIS and VIKOR based multi-objective 

decision methods with the Pareto optimality solutions. In [66] authors propose a 

Service Measurement Index Cloud framework (SMICloud). It provides a holistic 

view of criteria to benchmark service providers. It is divided into seven categories 

that include accountability, agility, assurance, financial, performance, security and 

privacy, and usability. Each of these categories is further subdivided into three or 

more mid-level criteria. For example, mid-level criteria assigned to agility include, 

beside others, capacity and elasticity. Then within each mid-level criterion, a set of 

low-level criteria are defined for data collection. For example, low-level criteria 

assigned to capacity include, beside others, CPU and memory. For each criterion in 

these levels, relative weights are assigned using AHP to generate relative ranking. 

In [67] authors propose consumer centered cloud service selection model. They ar-

gue that, QoS criteria in the cloud are solely related to service provider. However, 

as cloud service spread all over the internet, part of them (e.g. availability and reli-

ability) are largely influenced by a network which eventually impact Customers. 

For this reason, selection of a cloud service must be subjected to Customers interest. 

In this regards, AHP is used for ranking of service providers based on Customer 

preferences. In [68] authors propose fuzzy based AHP model for cloud service se-

lection. They argue that, it is often difficult for a Customer to exactly quantify his 

or her opinion as a number. However, if expressed as an interval then it will be 

better description of an opinion. In this regard, proposed model combined interval 

valued fuzzy sets (IVFs) with AHP to generate ranking. In [69] authors propose 

fuzzy based TOPSIS model for cloud service selection. They argue that, QoS based 

cloud service selection can be treated as a multi-criteria group decision making 

problem when selection is performed by a group of experts with different experi-

ences and skills. In this regard, proposed model uses triangular fuzzy numbers to 

represent opinions of experts. Afterwards, these fuzzy numbers are transformed into 

crisp numbers by using graded mean integration representation method. The canon-

ical representation of addition and multiplication operations on triangular fuzzy 
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numbers is then used to obtain the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the negative 

ideal solution (NIS). Due to the use of crisp number rather than triangular fuzzy 

number for canonical representation, the complicated calculations involving trian-

gular fuzzy numbers is avoided. Afterwards, Minkowski distance function is ap-

plied to measure the distance of each alternative (cloud service) from the PIS and 

the NIS. The shortest distance from the PIS and the farthest distance from the NIS 

is selected as a best alternative. In [70] authors propose a model which uses Fuzzy 

TOPSIS for web service selection. Based on the fact that web service selection is 

highly influenced by Customer preferences, a simulated environment represented 

by 8∗8 LED matrices on a circuit board was used to demonstrate the selection. In 

[71] authors propose a cloud service selection model that uses subjective assessment 

of Customers and objective performance assessment conducted by a trusted third 

party. The model is composed of four services: (i) Cloud Selection Service – it 

chooses cloud services which meets all the objective requirements of a Customer; 

(ii) Benchmark Testing Service – this service is provided by a trusted third party 

which designs a variety of testing scenarios to conduct objective performance anal-

ysis; (iii) User Feedback Management Service – it is used to collect and manage the 

feedback from the Customers who are already consuming selected cloud services. 

For every performance aspect of a cloud service, a customer gives his/her subjective 

assessment (e.g., “good”, “fair” and “poor”); and (iv) Assessment Aggregation Ser-

vice – it is responsible for accumulating assessments (subjective and objective) and 

perform benchmarking using fuzzy simple additive weighting system to generate 

ranking. 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.2 Underlying Techniques and MCDA based Models 
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Table 3.2 lists top three mostly used underlying techniques employed by MCDA 

based models discussed in the preceding paragraphs. They are: AHP, TOPSIS, and 

Fuzzy. However, among the three as in due course, AHP and TOPSIS are the most 

prevalent techniques as shown by left hand side models in figure 3.2. For AHP the 

prime objective is to decompose the decision problem into a hierarchical structure 

of objective, criteria and alternatives. Afterwards, evaluate them in a series of pair-

wise comparisons that uses priorities provided by the decision maker [67]. TOPSIS 

on the other hand, compares a set of alternatives by using weights for each criterion 

provided by the decision maker. Afterwards, it calculate the geometric distance be-

tween each alternative and the expected ideal alternative [69].  

It is evident that AHP and TOPSIS use distinct approaches to evaluate alterna-

tives. However, at the very outset, they equally reply upon subjective judgments of 

the decision maker to ensure that all relevant criteria are included in the process. 

Apparently, this leads to conclusion that MCDA based online brokers that use AHP 

or TOPSIS assume structural significance for criteria owning to subjective judg-

ments of the decision maker. In general, this conclusion reaffirms the observation 

identified in beginning of this section that an online broker is still at initial level 

when it comes to provisioning legal protection. Whereas explicitly, it acknowledges 

a need to develop a model that can assess structural significance of criteria for 

MCDA based online brokers that are using AHP and TOPSIS.   
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3.3 Proposed Model  

As discussed in section 3.1, structural significance is a shared and common vari-

ance among criteria that represent a goal. To measure such variance, this part of 

PhD research uses notion of “factor loading” that belongs to broader concept of 

factor analysis from the domain of Unsupervised Machine Learning [52, 74]. How-

ever, despite of factor analysis being a technique for inferential statistic i.e. it is used 

to make generalizations; its results in this research do not extend beyond the given 

instance. Therefore, the prerequisites for generalization e.g. selecting a sample size, 

become void in this research.  

Factor loading is a measure of a correlation between a criterion and a goal [52]. 

Such association can be linear or nonlinear in nature. As a stepwise progression, this 

research deal with the former as follows, whereas, the latter will be addressed in the 

future research.  

x = λ f +  e  

x = λ f +  e  

x = λ f +  e  

⋮ 

x = λ f + e  

(1) 

where,  

 𝑛 is total no of criteria 

 𝑥  is a criterion, where 0 < 𝑖 ≤ n 

 𝑓 is a goal  

 𝜆  is a factor loading of 𝑥  on 𝑓  

 𝑒  is a uniqueness of 𝑥  not related to 𝑓  

As correlation coefficient in above system of equations (1), factor loading (𝜆 ) 

measures the strength and the direction of a linear relationship between a goal (𝑓) 

and a criterion (𝑥 ). Its squared value (𝜆 )  is called as communality, which is a 

shared and common variance of the criterion for the goal [52]. Whereas, structure 

significance of criteria (𝑆𝑆 ) i.e. shared and common variance among criteria, is the 

sum total of all communalities (∑(𝜆 ) ). On percentage scale, it is given as: 
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SS = ∑(λ ) n⁄  (2) 

However, above equation may fail to provide optimal results until it satisfies 

(𝜆 ) >  𝜔. Where, 𝜔 is a controlled variables (or constant) and its value is assigned 

by a substantive specialist in the field or a statistical technique [52]. The value of 𝜔 

lies between 0 and 1 and is used for identification of relevant criterion. For example, 

𝜔 = 0.65 ensure that a criterion which contributes more than 65% to the goal is 

selected for further processing. In figure 1.1, such was the case for “Firewall and 

Encryption in case B” and “Firewall, Encryption, and Access management in case 

C”. Accordingly, equation 2 can be rewritten as: 

SS =
∑(λ )

k
 where 0 < k ≤ n and (λ ) > ω  (3) 

Equation 3 presents a model to assess structural significance of criteria for 

MCDA based online brokers that are using AHP and TOPSIS. In this model, the 

value of 𝜆  is estimated by Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). SEM is a statisti-

cal approach used to examine association between a latent variable(s) and observed 

variables [52, 74]. Latent variable is a theoretical construct that is analyzed through 

variables that are observed during the test or survey. For example, goal (𝑓) in system 

of equations (1) is a latent variable since it represents intent of a Customer e.g. trade 

secret protection, and it is analyzed through variables (or criteria) 𝑥 , 𝑥 , … , 𝑥  that 

are observed during the test or survey e.g. data encryption, password protection, 

access control etc.  

In SEM, the most popular and frequently used methods used to estimate 𝜆  are 

Principal Factor Analysis (PFA) and Maximum Likelihood (ML) [52, 74]. Consid-

ering that ML estimation assumes normal distribution of observed variables and this 

research is dealing with observed variables (or criteria) without making any prior 

assumption, so PFA is used to estimate 𝜆 . In PFA, the system of equations (1) that 

express linear associations between a latent variable and observed variables is sum-

marized in the matrix expression as:     

𝑥
𝑥

⋮
𝑥

=

𝜆
𝜆

⋮

𝜆

[𝑓] +  

𝑒
𝑒

⋮
𝑒
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X =  ⋀F + 𝜇    (5) 

where,  

 X is a [𝑛 × 1] matrix of (𝑥 , 𝑥 , … , 𝑥 ) 

 F is a [1 × 1] matrix (or identity matrix) of  𝑓 

 ⋀ is a [𝑛 × 1] matrix of (𝜆 , 𝜆 , … , 𝜆 ) 

 𝜇 is a [𝑛 × 1] matrix of (𝑒 , 𝑒 , … , 𝑒 ) 

In SEM, following two assumptions for variance (𝑣𝑎𝑟) and covariance (𝑐𝑜𝑣) are 

linked to the system of equations (1) and equation 5 [51].  

1. 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑒 ) = 𝜓 , each 𝑒  have different variance 𝜓  since it shows the respec-

tive uniqueness of 𝑥 .  

2. 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝐹, 𝜇) = 0 and 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑒 , 𝑒 ) = 0, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘 implies that the latent variable 

account for all the correlations among the 𝑥 , that is, all that the 𝑥′𝑠 have 

in common. Thus the emphasis in PFA is on modeling the correlations or 

covariance among the 𝑥′𝑠. And therefore, equation 5 in PFA is expressed 

in a variance-covariance matrix notation as:     

𝑐𝑜𝑣(X) =  𝑐𝑜𝑣(⋀F + 𝜇)  

As per assumption 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝐹, 𝜇) = 0, ⋀F and 𝜇 are uncorrelated; therefore, the co-

variance matrix of their sum is the sum of their convince matrices.  

𝑐𝑜𝑣(X) =  𝑐𝑜𝑣(⋀F) + 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝜇)  (6) 

Moreover, as per assumption 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑒 ) = 𝜓  and 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑒 , 𝑒 ) = 0, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘, 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝜇) 

in above equation becomes:  

𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝜇) =
𝜓 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 𝜓

 

and reducing to ψ,  

𝜓 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 𝜓

= ψ 

Accordingly, we can write equation 6 as: 

𝑐𝑜𝑣(X) =  𝑐𝑜𝑣(⋀F) + ψ 

By using covariance property cov(AX) = A cov(X) A , cov(⋀F) in the right hand 

side of above equation can be expanded to following form:  
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𝑐𝑜𝑣(X) = ⋀ 𝑐𝑜𝑣(F) ⋀ + ψ 

 Since F being an identity matrix has cov(F) = 1, ⋀ cov(F) ⋀  in above equation 

can be reduced to:  

𝑐𝑜𝑣(X) = ⋀⋀ + ψ 

If X is not commensurate i.e. observed variables (or criteria) are measured in dif-

ferent units and scales, then standardized X is used. After standardization, covari-

ance becomes correlation (𝑟) and subsequently, covariance matrix 𝑐𝑜𝑣(X) becomes 

a correlation matrix R [74].   

R = ⋀⋀ + ψ 

If R shows no significant evidence of correlations then using system of equations 

(1) become void i.e. linear association does not exist, and it is suggested to use non-

linear factor analysis. Otherwise, we can expand above equation as: 

1 ⋯ 𝑟
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑟 ⋯ 1
=

𝜆
𝜆

⋮

𝜆

[𝜆  𝜆 … 𝜆 ] +
𝜓 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 𝜓

 

Bringing ψ to left hand side,  

1 ⋯ 𝑟
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑟 ⋯ 1
−

𝜓 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 𝜓

=

𝜆
𝜆

⋮

𝜆

[𝜆  𝜆 … 𝜆 ] 

Preforming subtraction on left hand side,  

1 − 𝜓 ⋯ 𝑟
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑟 ⋯ 1 − 𝜓
=

𝜆
𝜆

⋮

𝜆

[𝜆  𝜆 … 𝜆 ] 

Subtracting unique variance from the one i.e. 1 − 𝜓 , will yield shared and com-

mon variance of an observed variable (criterion) for the latent variable (goal). And 

as mentioned in the start of this section, such variance is represented by communal-

ity (𝜆 ) . Respectively, (𝜆 )  can replace 1 − 𝜓 . 

(𝜆 ) ⋯ 𝑟
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑟 ⋯ (𝜆 )
=

𝜆
𝜆

⋮

𝜆

[𝜆  𝜆 … 𝜆 ]  (7) 

where, 
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(𝜆 ) ⋯ 𝑟
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑟 ⋯ (𝜆 )
= R −  ψ (8) 

Accordingly, in a reduce form, equation 7 becomes: 

 R −  ψ = ⋀⋀  (9) 

R − ψ is a ‘reduced correlation matrix’ with (𝜆 )  on the diagonal. If R − ψ is 

positive semi-definite matrix i.e. it satisfy R − ψ = (R − ψ) , then this implies that 

left hand side in equation 9 is symmetric and has a following spectral decomposition 

[74]. 

R − ψ = UDU  (10) 

Spectral decomposition is the factorization of a matrix into a canonical form, 

whereby the matrix is represented in terms of its eigenvectors to identify latent var-

iable(s) and corresponding eigenvalues to show strength of identified latent varia-

ble(s). In equation 10, U is the matrix of eigenvectors of R − ψ and D is the diagonal 

matrix of corresponding eigenvalues Θ  Θ … Θ  .  

D =
Θ ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ Θ

 

The important property of a positive semi-definite matrix is that its eigenvalues 

are always positive or null [74]. Hence, 𝛩 ≥ 0 and consequently, D can be factored 

into:   

D = D / D /  

where,  

D / =
√Θ ⋯ 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

0 ⋯ √Θ

 

Accordingly right hand side in equation 10 becomes: 

R − ψ = UD D U  
(11) 

Equation 11 is in the form of equation 9 and accordingly, following can be de-

duced for ⋀. 

⋀  = UD  
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In an expanded form, right hand side in above equation can be written as: 

⋀  =

𝑢 ⋯ 𝑢
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑢 ⋯ 𝑢
×

√Θ ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

0 ⋯ √Θ

 

It can be observed that ⋀ (or UD / ) is [𝑛 × 𝑛] matrix, however, for this research 

which involve single latent variable F, ⋀ must be [𝑛 × 1] matrix - see equation 5. 

Hence from the right hand side of above equation we take the largest eigenvalue 

(Θ > Θ , 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘) and corresponding eigenvector U  for calculation of ⋀ [74].  

         𝛬 = 𝑈 √𝛩  (12) 

Expanding the right hand side in above equation,  

⋀  =

𝑢
𝑢

⋮
𝑢

× Θ  

The eigenvector (or U ) in equation 12 represents the latent variable F (or goal). 

Each value it contains is an estimated unit-scaled loading or weight (𝑢 ) that is 

associated with each observed variable or criterion (𝑥 ). The eigenvalue Θ  is a 

shared variance among all the observed variables or criteria that represents the latent 

variable. Expanding left hand side in above equation and taking square of both sides.  

(𝜆 )

(𝜆
⋮
)

(𝜆 )

 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡
(𝑢 ) × Θ

(𝑢 ) × Θ
⋮

(𝑢 ) × Θ ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤
 

Taking sum of the values in above equation.  

∑(𝜆 ) = ∑[(𝑢 ) × Θ ] 

Replacing ∑(𝜆 )  in equation 3 will give a following PFA based model to assess 

structural significance of criteria (𝑆𝑆 ) for MCDA based online brokers that are 

using AHP and TOPSIS.   

SS =
∑[(u ) × 𝛩 ]

k
 | [(u ) × 𝛩 ] > ω where 0 < k ≤ n  (13) 

3.4 Technical Evaluation and Results  

A two-stage procedure was implemented in order to evaluate proposed model 
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(equation 13) for legal protection of trade secrets in the cloud. In stage one; struc-

tural significance of criteria was assessed by using the proposed model. In stage 

two, a comparative analysis was performed between two types of MCDA based 

online Brokers. One type included the assessment of structural significance of cri-

teria while the other did not.  

The dataset used in this part of the research is comprised of consumer feedbacks8 

on QoS of cloud storage providers. It was compiled from leading review websites, 

which acknowledges data (or trade secret) misappropriation in the cloud a major 

factor influencing the feedbacks. These feedbacks were provided for the following 

QoS based criteria (or observed variables): Availability (AV), Response Time (RT), 

Price (PR), Speed (SP), Storage Space (SS), Ease of Use (EU), Technical Support 

(TS), and Customer Services (CS). Each of these criteria was assessed on the fol-

lowing ordinal scale: excellent (5), very good (4), good (3), satisfactory (2), and 

sufficient (1). In total, the dataset contained 390 feedbacks for seven cloud storage 

providers that included: Carbonite, Dropbox, iBackup, JustCloud, SOS Online 

Backup, SugarSync, and Zip Cloud. The latent variable (or goal) was “Customer 

trust”, which was analyzed from 390 feedbacks that were: (a) influenced by data (or 

trade secret) misappropriation in the cloud, (b) collected for QoS based criteria (AV, 

RT, PR, SP, SS, EU, TS, and CS) on ordinal scale, and (c) provided for cloud storage 

providers that include: Carbonite, Dropbox, iBackup, JustCloud, SOS Online 

Backup, SugarSync, and Zip Cloud.     

The data analysis, scripting, and visualizations tools used during this two-stage 

evaluation of proposed model includes: STATA – Data Analysis and Statistical Soft-

ware, IBM Statistical Analysis Software Package (SPSS), and Microsoft Excel. 

3.4.1 Structural Significance of Criteria   

Following six steps assess structural significance of criteria. Step 1: the correla-

tion matrix (R) is generated for QoS based criteria using the dataset. As these criteria 

are assessed on ordinal scale, the generated matrix contains polychronic correlations 

                                                           
8 TrustFeedback@http://cs.adelaide.edu.au/~cloudarmor/ds.html 
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that are used to measure associations between ordinal variables.  

Step 1: Polychoric Correlation Matrix 
 AV RT PR SP SS EU TS CS 

AV 1 0.763 0.740 0.767 0.571 0.716 0.828 0.786 
RT 0.763 1 0.736 0.724 0.605 0.714 0.703 0.746 

PR 0.740 0.736 1 0.751 0.722 0.709 0.681 0.715 
SP 0.767 0.724 0.751 1 0.660 0.714 0.712 0.718 
SS 0.571 0.605 0.722 0.660 1 0.627 0.555 0.584 

EU 0.716 0.714 0.709 0.714 0.627 1 0.650 0.681 
TS 0.828 0.703 0.681 0.712 0.555 0.650 1 0.814 
CS 0.786 0.746 0.715 0.718 0.584 0.681 0.814 1 

 

Step 2: In order to generate reduced correlation matrix, initial estimates for (𝜆 )  

were required, see equation 8. In [52] author lists several approximation techniques, 

among which the most commonly used are the “average correlation of a variable 

with other variables” and the “highest correlation of a variable”. In this research we 

have used highest correlation of a variable as an initial estimate for (𝜆 ) .  

Step 2: Highest correlation as initial estimates of (𝜆 )  

AV RT PR SP SS EU TS CS 

0.828 0.763 0.751 0.767 0.722 0.716 0.828 0.814 
 

Step 3: Reduced correlation matrix R − ψ is generated with (𝜆 )  on the diagonal 

of the matrix, see equation 9. R − ψ is positive semi-definite matrix i.e. it satisfy 

R − ψ = (R − ψ) , and so it is symmetric and has a spectral decomposition as per 

equation 10.  

 

 

 

Step 3: Reduced Correlation Matrix (R −  ψ) 

 AV RT PR SP SS EU TS CS 

AV 0.828 0.763 0.740 0.767 0.571 0.716 0.828 0.786 
RT 0.763 0.763 0.736 0.724 0.605 0.714 0.703 0.746 
PR 0.740 0.736 0.751 0.751 0.722 0.709 0.681 0.715 

SP 0.767 0.724 0.751 0.767 0.660 0.714 0.712 0.718 
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SS 0.571 0.605 0.722 0.660 0.722 0.627 0.555 0.584 

EU 0.716 0.714 0.709 0.714 0.627 0.716 0.650 0.681 
TS 0.828 0.703 0.681 0.712 0.555 0.650 0.828 0.814 

CS 0.786 0.746 0.715 0.718 0.584 0.681 0.814 0.814 
 

Step 4: Using equation 11, the greatest eigenvalue Θ  and corresponding eigen-

vector U  is obtained from R − ψ.  

Step 4: Greatest Eigenvalue (Θ ) and Corresponding Eigenvector (U ) 

 AV RT PR SP SS EU TS CS 

U  0.373 0.357 0.359 0.360 0.311 0.342 0.359 0.364 

Θ  5.710        
 

Step 5: Using equation 12, ⋀ = (𝜆 , … , 𝜆 ) is calculated and afterwards, (𝜆 )  is 

calculated. Based upon the opinion of substantive specialist in the field, the value 

of 𝜔 is assigned to 0.65 to select a criterion that contribute more than 65% to the 

goal. The result in this step shows that Storage Space (SS) with the value 0.552 < 

0.65 must be omitted for further processing.  

Step 5: Finding 𝜆  and (𝜆 )  

 AV RT PR SP SS EU TS CS 

𝜆  0.890 0.852 0.858 0.860 0.743 0.817 0.857 0.869 

(𝜆 )  0.793 0.727 0.736 0.740 0.552 0.669 0.735 0.755 
 

Step 6: The calculations are performed again from step 1 to step 4 by excluding 

SS from the dataset and respectively, using equation 12, ⋀ = (𝜆 , 𝜆 , … , 𝜆 ) is gen-

erated and afterwards, (𝜆 ) . The result in step 6 shows that none of criteria have 

value less than 0.65. Afterwards, using equation 13, structural significance of QoS 

based criteria is calculated to be 73%. Such high value of structure significance 

justifies presence of “Availability, Response Time, Price, Speed, Ease of Use, Tech-

nical Support, and Customer Services” as relevant QoS based criteria for analysis 

of the latent variable (or goal) i.e. Customer trust. 

Step 6: Finding 𝜆  and (𝜆 )  without SS 

 AV RT PR SP EU TS CS 
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𝜆  0.905 0.854 0.841 0.853 0.807 0.856 0.872 

(𝜆 )  0.819 0.729 0.707 0.727 0.651 0.734 0.760 

𝑺𝑺𝒄
𝑷𝑭𝑨 = 0.732 (73%) 

3.4.2 Comparative Analysis 

In this stage, a comparative analysis is performed between MCDA based online 

broker that is assessing structural significance of criteria and the one that is not. 

More specifically, it’s a comparison between traditional AHP (identified in section 

3.2) and AHP based upon proposed model. Whereas, the prior performs series of 

pair-wise comparisons for eight QoS based criteria by using weights provided by 

the decision maker, and later uses seven QoS based criteria (excluding SS) and 

weights assigned to each criterion based on (𝜆 )  in step 6 of preceding section. For 

example, AV with (𝜆 ) = 0.819 has been given the highest weight, followed by 

CS, TS, RT, SP, PR, and EU. When in fact, for pair-wise comparisons of alternatives 

i.e. cloud storage providers, both uses priorities provided by the decision maker. 

Moreover, a similar setting was also applied for comparison between traditional 

TOPSIS (identified in section 3.2) and TOPSIS based upon proposed model.  

The motivation for performing two pairs of comparative assessment i.e. tradi-

tional AHP v. AHP based upon proposed model and traditional TOPSIS v. TOPSIS 

based upon proposed model, lies in the context which represent a certain and uncer-

tain online cloud environment. For simulating uncertainty, high degree of random-

ness was induced by using random probability distribution in the dataset for tradi-

tional TOPSIS v. TOPSIS based upon proposed model.  

Figure 3.3 and 3.4 presents’ contour maps of comparative assessments for fifteen 

simulations. Each map represents four classes of Customer trust denoted by differ-

ent colors. Blue color represents class of Customers with very high trust, red color 

represents class of Customers with high trust, green color represents class of Cus-

tomers with some trust, and purple color represents class of Customers with low 

trust. For each simulation run in the map on top, the class membership is assigned 

to cloud storage providers on the basis of the ranking generated by traditional AHP 

and TOPSIS. Whereas, in the bottom map, the class membership is assigned on the 
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basis of ranking generated by AHP and TOPSIS that are based upon proposed 

model.   

In order to create direct correspondence between classes and generated ranking, 

the top two ranking positions are represented by the range of 0-2 in the maps and 

correspond to class of Customers with very high trust. Similarly, third and fourth 

positions are represented by range of 2-4 and correspond to class of Customers with 

high trust; fifth and sixth positions are represented by range of 4-6 and correspond 

to class of Customers with some trust; and lastly, seventh position is represented by 

the range of 6-8 and correspond to class of Customers with low trust.  

In Figure 3.3, class memberships of cloud storage providers are much more 

explicit in the bottom map as compared to the map on top. 

 Considering all simulations of both maps in Figure 3.3, it can be observed 

that Justcloud commonly falls in the class of Customers with very high trust. 

However, as per simulation 10 of the map on top, assigned membership for 

Justcloud is the class of Customers with high trust, whereas, for 

corresponding simulation in the bottom map, it is the class of Customers with 

very high trust.  

 Considering all simulations of both maps in Figure 3.3, it can be observed 

that Zip Cloud commonly falls in the class of Customers with some trust and 

class of Customers with low trust. However, as per simulation 13 of the map 

on top, assigned membership to Zip Cloud is the class of Customers with high 

trust, whereas, for corresponding simulation in the bottom map, assigned 

class for Zip Cloud in is the class of Customers with some trust.  

 Considering all simulations of both maps in Figure 3.3, it can be observed 

that SugarSync commonly falls in the class of Customers with low trust. 

However, as per simulations 10 and 11 of the map on top, assigned 

membership for SugarSync is the class of Customers with some trust, 

whereas, in corresponding simulations in the bottom map, it is the class of 

Customers with low trust.  
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Fig. 3.3 Comparative Assessment of Proposed Model with AHP 

 

For remaining cloud storage providers (Sos-online-backup, iBackup, Dropbox, 

Carbonite) the assigned memberships does not shown any significant improvement 

in the bottom map as compared to map on the top.  
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Fig. 3.4 Comparative Assessment of Proposed Model with TOPSIS 

In figure 3.4, both the maps clearly show effects of induced uncertainly and 

respectively, the memberships of every cloud storage provider span all over the four 

classes in all fifteen simulations. However, in the bottom map, for Sos-online-

backup the membership has reduced from four classes to three classes as compared 

to the map on top. This certainly highlights the limited capacity of proposed model 

to produce better results even in presence of uncertainty. But, this also shows 
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limitation of proposed model and suggests a direction of future research for 

assessing structural significance of criteria in the presence of uncertainly.  

Based on above observations, it can be stated that MCDA based online brokers 

that are using AHP and TOPSIS equipped with the proposed model are producing 

more accurate classification of service providers in term of Customer trust. In fact, 

a benefit of achieving such accuracy in results is significantly related to litigation, 

particularly for reducing burden of proof in a court of law. This was highlighted in 

section 1.1 on page 3 during the discussion on how privacy algorithm reduces bur-

den of proof based on the evidence that focuses on algorithm accuracy for preserv-

ing privacy.    

Overall, the above conclusion regarding accuracy of results to reduce burden of 

proof in the court of law and results of section 3.4.1 concerning structural signifi-

cance to embed legal protection as preemptive measure, shows that this part of PhD 

research has successfully addressed the main research question (how an online bro-

ker can embed legal protection as preemptive measure to reduce burden of proof in 

a court of law?) and have implemented notion of confidentiality by design in the 

cloud.  

3.5 Legal Validation and Results 

As mentioned in section 1.4, communication of normative and empirical re-

search results between the disciplines of law and ICT is one of the barriers in achiev-

ing genuine interdisciplinary validation. The proposed method of Delphi Sampling 

(see section 1.6.3) is an approximation technique for universal validation of multi-

disciplinary research results. For legal validation of research findings of table 3.1, 

using Delphi Sampling, following two questions were sent as part of a question-

naire. 

Extract from EU Report (Data Protection in the Cloud) 

Trade secrets are an important tool for business and research bodies. It is con-

sequently important to protect such valuable information. However, trade se-

crets are currently not protected by formal intellectual property rights and are 
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only relatively weakly protected by national law against misappropriation by 

third parties in almost all Member States. Indeed, there currently exists no com-

mon legal framework in the EU on the protection of trade secrets, and thus no 

uniform definition of “trade secrets” exists within the EU. Despite such situa-

tion, trade secrets have certain common characteristics across the EU member 

states, and in particular: a) it is technical or commercial information related to 

the business; b) it is secret in the sense that it is not generally known or easily 

accessible; c) it has economic value conferring a competitive advantage to its 

owner; and d) it is subject to reasonable steps to keep it secret.  

Our research findings (based on Case Law Analysis in USA) 

For misappropriation claim of trade secret in the cloud, plaintiff must establish 

three things in a court of law. They are: a) presence: it’s a proof of data in the 

cloud to be a trade secret, b) confidentiality: it’s a proof for reasonable efforts 

made by the owner to protect trade secret in the cloud, and c) misappropria-

tion: it’s a proof for misappropriation of a trade secret by using data mining (or 

big data analytics). 

 

Question 1: Do you agree that above mentioned research findings (presence, 

confidentiality, misappropriation) are also common across EU member states? 

(Yes or No, if no please give one to two line reason).  

 

Question 1-a: If you have answered “yes” in question above, do you agree that 

the research findings are also common across countries in the world? (Yes or 

No, if no please give one to two line reason). 

 

The screenshots of responses are presented below. There were a total of six re-

spondents (two from the field of ICT, two from the field of law, and two from the 

field of ICT and Law). There were two rounds. As per requirement of Delphi Sam-

pling i.e. keeping anonymity in following rounds, names (of respondents) are hid-

den in the screen shorts. After two rounds the sample (5 out of 6 respondents) 

agreed that our research findings (presence, confidentiality, misappropriation) are 
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common across EU member states and other countries in the world.  

Respondent 1 
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Respondent 2 
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Respondent 3 
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Respondent 4 
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Respondent 5 
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Respondent 6 

 

3.6 Summary 

This chapter proposes a model for an online broker that embeds legal protection 

as preventive measure to reduce burden of proof in the court of law. The underlying 

concept in proposed model is built upon the notion of factor analysis from the do-

main of Unsupervised Machine Learning. For evaluation of proposed model, a two-

stage procedure was implemented. In stage one; the proposed model showed how 

to assess structural significance of criteria and in stage two, a comparative analysis 

was performed between the proposed model and its counterpart to show how results 

of stage one can be used to reduce burden of proof in the court of law. A real time 
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QoS based dataset for seven different cloud storage provider’s i.e Carbonite, Drop-

box, iBackup, JustCloud, SOS Online Backup, SugarSync, and Zip Cloud, was used 

for evaluation. The simulation results showed better results of proposed model as 

compared to its counterparts in the field i.e. AHP and TOPSIS.  

For legal validation of the research findings of table 3.1, using Delphi Sampling, 

questions were sent to law and ICT experts as part of a questionnaire. There were 

total of six respondents (two from the field of ICT, two from the field of law, and 

two from the field of ICT and Law). There were two rounds. After two rounds the 

sample (5 out of 6 respondents) agreed that our research findings (presence, con-

fidentiality, misappropriation) are common across EU member states and other 

countries in the world.  
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Chapter 4 : Generalization of Proposed Model 

This chapter presents generalization of the model proposed in chapter 3. This is 

one of the major requirements of the second PhD degree “PhD in Informatics (In-

formatique)” at University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg. Furthermore, the dataset 

used in chapter 3 for evaluation of the proposed model was secondary data (data that 

was collected by someone other than the user). This chapter takes the evaluation 

one step further and tests the proposed model in cloud brokerage architecture that 

was emulated using high performance computing (HPC) cluster at University of 

Luxembourg (HPC @ Uni.lu). Section 4.1 presents the context (or scenario) in 

which the generalization of the proposed model (in chapter 3) was applied. After-

wards, section 4.2 evaluates the generalized model in emulated cloud brokerage ar-

chitecture. Section 4.3 legally validates the results of preceding section by using 

Delphi Sampling. Finally, section 4.4 summarizes the discussion and findings in the 

chapter.   

4.1 The Context and Generalization  

Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), as discussed in section 3.2, is one of 

the prevalent branches of operations research, aims to design mathematical and 

computational tools for selecting the best alternative among several choices [75]. It 

prescribes a methodology that deals with the most important components in the 

process of decision making and aims at supplying reliable information to take an 

unbiased decision. These components include a pre-established goal achievable 

under given constraints. Constraints are criteria used to rank potential alternatives. 

An unbiased ranking of alternatives is based upon selection of relevant criteria by a 

decision maker which strongly relates to his/her profound knowledge of the subject 

matter [75, 76]. Hence, the approach is termed ineffective when the decision maker 

has insufficient subject knowledge [77, 78]. For example, let’s assume a startup 

called Moogle is using cloud based brokerage architecture (online broker) to buy 

online storage service for data backups. The goal of online broker is to select a 

service provider with best QoS from the list: carbonite, dropbox, ibackup, justcloud, 
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sos online backup, sugarsync, and zip cloud. A ranking of these service providers is 

generated by online broker using following QoS based criteria: availability, response 

time, price, speed, ease of use, technical support, and customer services. However, 

Moogle as per its insufficient domain knowledge for cloud based storage 

environment includes an additional criterion of storage space to the list. As a result, 

the ranking generated by online broker for service provider is off by a certain amount 

and consequently, Moogle bypasses an optimal choice for online storage service in 

the cloud.  

Since most common MCDA methods used by online brokers fail to operate 

without customer interference, a self-regulated MCDA to deal with misspecification 

of criterion owing to insufficient knowledge of a customer is needed [79-81]. This 

chapter proposes self-regulated MCDA (generalization of model proposed in chapter 

3), which resolves misspecification for criterion owning to its statistical relevance 

that is estimated using notion of communality. Communality belongs to broader 

concept of factor analysis from the field of statistics [52, 74]. Numerically, it is a 

measure of a relationship between a criterion and a goal [52]. Its high value indicates 

strong correlation between the two and hence, endorses the criterion as relevant with 

reference to a goal. In the example of Moogle, except for the additional criterion of 

storage space, all other criteria have strong correlation with QoS and hence, relevant 

to generate QoS based ranking of service providers.  

Communality is estimated by using structural equation modeling (SEM). SEM is 

a statistical approach used to examine association between a latent variable and an 

observed variable [52, 74]. Latent variable, as mentioned in section 3.3, is a 

theoretical construct that is inferred from the variables that are observed during a test 

or survey. In the example of Moogle, QoS is a latent variable since it represents intent 

of a customer and is inferred from the variables (availability, response time, price, 

speed, ease of use, technical support, and customer service) that are observed during 

the test or survey.  

In SEM, as mentioned in section 3.3, the most popular and frequently used 

methods to estimate communality are Principal Factor Analysis (PFA) and 

Maximum Likelihood (ML) [52, 74]. Considering that ML estimation assumes 
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normal distribution of observed variables and this research is dealing with observed 

variables without making any prior assumption, PFA was used to estimate 

communality. The vector notation in PFA that is used to calculate communality (𝜍) 

between n observed variables and a goal is given in equation 1. For summarized 

discussion on derivation of 𝜍 see following text box at the end of this section.  

𝜍 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡
(𝑢 )

(𝑢 )
⋮

(𝑢 ) ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤

 𝛩 (1) 

In the equation, eigenvector contains estimated unit-scaled loadings or weights 

(𝑢 ) that are associated with each observed variable. The eigenvalue Θ is a shared 

variance among all the observed variables that represent the latent variable. 

Communality is obtained by multiplying squared value of 𝑢  with Θ, which 

represents the relationship of latent variable with observed variable. The strong 

correlation between the two is identified by using the condition 𝜍 >  ω. Where, ω 

is a controlled variables (or constant) same one that was discussed in section 3.3. 

ω = 0.60 ensures that a criterion which contributes less than 60% to the goal is not 

selected for further processing. In the example of Moogle, storage space was one 

such example. Accordingly, equation 1 can be rewritten as: 

ς =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡
(u )

(u )
⋮

(u ) ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤

 Θ > ω (2) 

Derivation (Read Section 3.3 for detailed understanding ) 

In PFA, the relationship vector ⋀ = (λ λ … λ ) ′ between a latent variable 

F and observed variable vector Y = (y y … y )′ is expressed in a variance-

covariance matrix notation as:     

cov(Y) =  cov(⋀F) + ψ 

ψ is a vector that represent uniqueness of observed variables not shared 

with the latent variable. By using covariance property cov(AZ) =

A cov(Z) A , cov(⋀F) in the right hand side of above equation can be 
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expanded to ⋀ cov(F) ⋀ + ψ. Moreover, since F being an identity matrix has 

cov(F) = 1, ⋀ cov(F) ⋀  can be further reduced to: ⋀⋀ + ψ and the 

equation becomes:  

cov(Y) =  ⋀⋀ + ψ 

If Y is not commensurate i.e. observed variables are measured in different 

units and scales, then standardized Y is used. After standardization, covariance 

becomes correlation (r) and subsequently, covariance matrix cov(Y) becomes 

a correlation matrix R.   

R = ⋀⋀ + ψ 

we can expand above equation as: 

1 ⋯ r
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

r ⋯ 1
=

λ
λ

⋮

λ

[λ  λ … λ ] +
ψ ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ ψ

 

Bringing ψ to left hand side and preforming subtraction,  

1 − ψ ⋯ r
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

r ⋯ 1 − ψ
=

λ
λ

⋮

λ

[λ  λ … λ ] 

Subtracting unique variance from the one (1 − ψ ) will yield shared 

variance of an observed variable for the latent variable, which is equal to square 

of λ . Respectively, (λ )  can replace 1 − ψ  and above equation will become: 

(λ ) ⋯ r
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

r ⋯ (λ )
=

λ
λ

⋮

λ

[λ  λ … λ ] (1) 

Where left hand side, 

(λ ) ⋯ r
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

r ⋯ (λ )
= R −  ψ 

Accordingly, in a reduce form, equation 1 becomes: 

 R −  ψ = ⋀⋀  (2) 

R − ψ is a ‘reduced correlation matrix’ with (λ )  on the diagonal. If R −

ψ is positive semi-definite matrix i.e. it satisfy R − ψ = (R − ψ) , then this 
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implies that left hand side in equation 2 is symmetric and has a following 

spectral decomposition. 

R − ψ = UDU  (3) 

Spectral decomposition is the factorization of a matrix into a canonical 

form, whereby the matrix is represented in terms of its eigenvectors to identify 

latent variable and corresponding eigenvalues to show strength of identified 

latent variable. In equation 3, U is the matrix of eigenvectors of R − ψ and D 

is the diagonal matrix of corresponding eigenvalues Θ  Θ … Θ  .  

D =
Θ ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ Θ

 

The important property of a positive semi-definite matrix is that its 

eigenvalues are always positive or null. Hence, Θ ≥ 0 and consequently, D 

can be factored into D / D /  and right hand side in equation 3 becomes: 

R − ψ = UD D U  (4) 

Equation 4 is in the form of equation 2 and accordingly, following can be 

deduced for ⋀. 

⋀  = UD  

In an expanded form, right hand side in above equation can be written as: 

⋀  =

u ⋯ u
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

u ⋯ u
×

√Θ ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

0 ⋯ √Θ

 

It can be observed that ⋀ (or UD / ) is [n × n] matrix, however, for single 

latent variable F, ⋀ must be [n × 1] matrix as ⋀ = (λ λ … λ ) ′ . Hence, from 

the right hand side of above equation we take the largest eigenvalue Θ  and 

corresponding eigenvector U  for calculation of Λ i.e., Λ =  U Θ . Whereas, 

using Λ, communality (𝜍) is calculated as:   

𝜍 = Λ  = 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡
(u )

(u )
⋮

(u ) ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤

Θ  
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4.2 Technical Evaluation and Results  

Same as section in section 3.4, a two-stage procedure was implemented in order 

to evaluate self-regulated MCDA in an online cloud environment. In stage one; 

relevance of criterion was assessed by using equation 2. In stage two, a comparative 

analysis was performed between two types of MCDA based online brokers. Only 

one type was equipped with self-regulated MCDA. The dataset used during these 

stages comprised of “feedback from servers” on QoS of cloud storage providers. The 

data was generated from cloud brokerage architecture that was emulated using high 

performance computing (HPC) cluster at University of Luxembourg (HPC @ 

Uni.lu). More specifically, a virtual machine in HPC cluster together with docker (a 

software container platform) was used to emulate three cloud storage providers 

running NoSQL databases: Redis, MongoDB, and Memcached. Each of these 

service providers were operating under a workload comprising of operations ranging 

from 0 to 10,000, records ranging from 0 to 10,000, and threads ranging from 0 to 

100. 
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Fig. 4.1. Descriptive Statistics of Server Feedbacks 

Yahoo Cloud Service Benchmark (YCSB) was deployed at the customer end i.e., 

second virtual machine in HPC cluster, to continuously monitor QoS of these storage 

providers in terms of throughput (operations per second), read latency (time to read 

data from database), and update latency (time to update data in database).  

For eight simulation runs with small workload (number of operations < 5000) 

and big workload (number of operations > 5000), Figure 4.1 depicts descriptive 

statistics of three storage providers in terms of standardized values of throughput, 

read latency, and update latency. Based on these statistics, none of the storage 

provider can be classified “more superior” as compared to others.  

The data analysis, scripting, and visualizations tools used during the two-stage 

procedure include: Python, R/R Studio, Arena Rockwell Input analyzer, STATA – 

Data Analysis and Statistical Software, IBM Statistical Analysis Software Package 

(SPSS), and Microsoft Excel. The scripts for setting up service providers (Redis, 

MongoDB, and Memcached Servers) with Docker and YCSB are given in appendix 

A.    
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4.2.1 Structural Significance of Criteria   

Using equation 1 and steps presented in section 3.4.1, the communality of each 

criterion in the dataset was calculated, it was: 0.379 for Throughput, 0.463 for Read 

Latency, and 0.338 for Update Latency. Using equation 2, the significance of each 

criterion in the datasets was assessed. Using the opinion of substantive specialist in 

reference to emulated cloud environment, the value of ω was set to 0.30 (30%). 

Based on the condition ς >  ω and the communality (Throughput: 0.379, Read 

Latency: 0.463, and Update Latency: 0.338), none of the criteria was omitted from 

further processing.  

4.2.2 Comparative Analysis 

In this stage, following two comparative analyses are performed between MCDA 

based online broker that is using self-regulated MCDA and the one that is not.  

1. It’s a comparison between AHP and AHP based upon proposed model 

i.e. Self-regulated AHP. AHP performs series of pair-wise comparisons 

for three QoS based criteria using priorities provided by the customer 

(experts at HPC @ Uni.lu). As there was no omission of criterion based 

on the condition ς >  ω, Self-regulated AHP uses the same three QoS 

based criteria with priorities assigned based on the communality. 

However, based on the fact that Self-regulated AHP in this dataset was 

only using “priorities assigned objectively”, it was expected that it 

might not produce better results as compared to AHP. This is true when 

priorities assigned by the customer in AHP are not substantially 

different from priorities in Self-regulated AHP.         

2. A similar setting was also applied for comparison between TOPSIS and 

Self-regulated TOPSIS.  

Same as in section 3.4.2, the motivation for performing two pairs of comparative 

assessment (AHP v. Self-regulated AHP and TOPSIS v. Self-regulated TOPSIS) for 

each dataset was to produce results for both certain and uncertain online cloud 

environment. High degree of randomness was induced by using random probability 
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distribution to simulate uncertainty in the datasets for TOPSIS v. Self-regulated 

TOPSIS. 

Figure 4.2 presents results for comparative assessment of AHP v. Self-regulated 

AHP for dataset with feedback from servers. The assessment was performed for two 

workloads (small load and big load, see figure 4.1). For big load, the priorities 

assigned by the customer (experts at HPC @ Uni.lu) in AHP (Update Latency was 

given highest priority followed by Read Latency and Throughput) were substantially 

different from priorities in Self-regulated AHP (Read Latency was given highest 

priority followed by Throughput and Update Latency). Hence, Self-regulated AHP 

produced better results as compared to AHP. However, for small load, the priorities 

were not substantially different and therefore, the results of Self-regulated AHP were 

same as AHP. 
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Fig. 4.2. Comparative Assessment AHP (small load) v. Self-regulated AHP 

(small load) and AHP (big load) v. Self-regulated AHP (big load) 

Figure 4.3 presents results for comparative assessment of TOPSIS v. Self-regulated 
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TOPSIS for dataset with feedback from servers. The assessment was performed for 

two workloads (small load and big load, see figure 4.1). The results are almost similar 

to results in figure 3.4 in section 3.4.2 i.e. it is not clear which service provider out-

performs the others. These results show the same limitation identified in section 3.4.2 

of proposed model and suggest a direction of future research to augment proposed 

model to deal with uncertainly in the cloud. However, in the stable environment i.e. 

when uncertainty is low, based on above observations, it can be stated that MCDA 

based online brokers equipped with Self-regulated AHP or Self-regulated TOPSIS 

will produces more explicit ranking of service providers in the cloud as compared to 

it its counterparts using AHP and TOPSIS. 
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Fig. 4.3. Comparative Assessment TOPSIS (small load) v. Self-regulated 

TOPSIS (small load) and TOPSIS (big load) v. Self-regulated TOPSIS (big 

load) 
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4.3 Legal Validation and Results 

For legal validation of research findings in this chapter, using Delphi Sampling, 

the following question was sent to law and ICT experts as part of a questionnaire. 

Extract from the Court Case (Customer Liability) 

Use of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) to select a data security pro-

vider in the cloud is based upon criteria provided by a customer. However, 

such selection is prone to bias if the customer has insufficient domain 

knowledge of data security. He/she may exclude relevant or include irrelevant 

security criterion during MCDA, which may lead to conclusion: failure in rea-

sonable steps by the customer to keep the data secure in the cloud.     

Question 2: In the context of case law and machine learning, our research 

proposes a model that identifies relevant criteria (at the given instant in time) 

as per goal (e.g. data security) and hence, reduces burden of proof (e.g. rea-

sonable steps by the customer to keep the data secure in the cloud) in the court, 

do you agree that results of our proposed model can be used by the court (or 

judiciary) as a part of evidence for “reasonable step taken by the customer to 

keep the data secure in the cloud”? (Yes or No, if no please give one to two 

line reason). 

 

The screenshots of responses are presented below. There were total of six re-

spondents (two from the field of ICT, two from the field of law, and two from the 

field of ICT and Law). There were two rounds. As per requirement of Delphi Sam-

pling i.e. keeping anonymity in following rounds, names (of respondents) are hid-

den in the screen shorts. After two rounds the sample (5 out of 6 respondents) 

agreed that results of our model can be used by the court (or judiciary) as a part of 

evidence for “reasonable step taken by the customer to keep the data secure in the 

cloud”. 
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Respondent 1 
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Respondent 2 
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Respondent 3 
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Respondent 4 
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Respondent 5 
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Respondent 6 

 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter proposes self-regulated MCDA (generalization of model proposed 

in chapter 3). A two-stage procedure was implemented in order to evaluate self-

regulated MCDA in an online cloud environment. In stage one; relevance of criterion 

was assessed by using the proposed model. In stage two, a comparative analysis was 

performed between two types of MCDA based online brokers. One type was 

equipped with self-regulated MCDA while the other was not. QoS based dataset was 

used for evaluation of self-regulated MCDA. The dataset was generated from cloud 

brokerage architecture that was emulated using high performance computing (HPC) 

cluster at University of Luxembourg (HPC @ Uni.lu). The simulation runs in the 

stable environment i.e. when uncertainty was low, showed better results of the 

proposed model as compared to its counterparts in the field. In particular, the results 

have implications for enterprises that view insufficient domain knowledge as a 

limiting factor for acquisition of cloud services.  

For legal validation of research findings in this chapter, using Delphi Sampling, 

a question was sent to law and ICT experts as part of a questionnaire. There were 

total of six respondents (two from the field of ICT, two from the field of law, and 
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two from the field of ICT and Law). There were two rounds. After two rounds the 

sample (5 out of 6 respondents) agreed that results of our model can be used by 

the court (or judiciary) as a part of evidence for “reasonable step taken by the cus-

tomer to keep the data secure in the cloud”. 
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Chapter 5 : Blockchain Evolution and Law 

As discussed in section 1.1, for an R&D based enterprise that employee online 

broker, the answer to primary research question in chapter 3 will benefit it in nego-

tiating a contract with service providers to minimize trade secret misappropriation 

in the cloud. However, if the enterprise starts using decentralized architecture in the 

cloud e.g. blockchains, the contract could emerge towards a smart contract, an au-

tonomous software program running over blockchains. In this context, a well nego-

tiated contract is not the solution to minimize trade secret misappropriation. In fact, 

in such case it is particularly relevant to instantiate role of judiciary over a block-

chain.  

This chapter describes the background information on essential concepts neces-

sary to understand notion of blockchain; its evolution i.e. blockchain 1.0 (bitcoin), 

blockchain 2.0 (smart contract), and blockchain 3.0 (innovations based on smart 

contracts); and related key legal issues. Section 4.1 presents the concept and evolu-

tion of blockchain. Afterwards, section 4.2 presents the key legal issue related to 

smart contracts and section 4.3 concludes the chapter by presenting summary of the 

discussion and findings of the chapter.  

5.1 Blockchain: Concept and Evolution 

In 2009, blockchain evolution started with the developing concept of “peer to 

peer economy” on the Internet, which is known as Bitcoin [82]. The bitcoin is sup-

plied and supported not by a central authority e.g. Bank or enterprise like PayPal, 

but by automated consent among networked users. Its uniqueness, however, is based 

on the fact that it did not require the users to trust each other [82, 83]. Through 

algorithmic self-policing, any malevolent effort to cheat the system is prohibited. 

Technically, Bitcoin is digital cash that is transacted via the internet in a decentral-

ized trustless system using a public ledger called the blockchain. It combines Bit-

Torrent peer-to-peer file sharing with public key cryptography [82].  

The benefits of the blockchain are more than just peer to peer economy; they 

extend into political, environmental, medical domains etc. [17]. For example [83],  
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 “To counter oppressive political systems, blockchain technology can be 

used to enact in a decentralized cloud functions that previously needed 

administration by jurisdictionally bound organizations. This is obvi-

ously useful for organizations like WikiLeaks (where national govern-

ments prevented credit card processors from accepting donations in the 

sensitive Edward Snowden situation) as well as organizations that are 

transnational in scope and neutral in political outlook, like Internet 

standards group ICANN and DNS services. Beyond these situations in 

which a public interest must transcend governmental power structures, 

other industry sectors and classes can be freed from skewed regulatory 

and licensing schemes subject to the hierarchical power structures and 

influence of strongly backed special interest groups on governments, 

enabling new disintermediated business models. Even though regula-

tion spurred by the institutional lobby has effectively crippled consumer 

genome services, newer sharing economy models like Airbnb and Uber 

have been standing up strongly in legal attacks from incumbents”.  

 “Coordination, record keeping, and irrevocability of transactions using 

blockchain technology are features that could be as fundamental for for-

ward progress in society as the Magna Carta or the Rosetta Stone. In 

this case, the blockchain can serve as the public records repository for 

whole societies, including the registry of all documents, events, identi-

ties, and assets. In this system, all property could become smart prop-

erty; this is the notion of encoding every asset to the blockchain with a 

unique identifier such that the asset can be tracked, controlled, and ex-

changed (bought or sold) on the blockchain. This means that all manner 

of tangible assets (houses, cars) and digital assets could be registered 

and transacted on the blockchain. As an example, we can see the world-

changing potential of the blockchain in its use for registering and pro-

tecting intellectual property (IP). The emerging digital art industry of-

fers services for privately registering the exact contents of any digital 

asset (any file, image, health record, software, etc.) to the blockchain. 
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The blockchain could replace or supplement all existing IP management 

systems. How it works is that a standard algorithm is run over a file (any 

file) to compress it into a short 64-character code (called a hash) that 

is unique to that document. No matter how large the file (e.g., a 9-GB 

genome file), it is compressed into a 64-character secure hash that can-

not be computed backward. The hash is then included in a blockchain 

transaction, which adds the timestamp—the proof of that digital asset 

exiting at that moment. The hash can be recalculated from the underly-

ing file (stored privately on the owner’s computer, not on the block-

chain), confirming that the original contents have not changed. Stand-

ardized mechanisms such as contract law have been revolutionary steps 

forward for society, and blockchain IP (digital art) could be exactly one 

of these inflection points for the smoother coordination of large-scale 

societies, as more and more economic activity is driven by the creation 

of ideas”. 

Above mentioned benefits of the blockchain can be categorize into three catego-

ries: Blockchain 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 [83]. Following subsections briefly discuss each 

of the categories.   

5.1.1 Blockchain 1.0 (Bitcoins) 

Bitcoin is a digital currency. It was created in 2009 by an anonymous entity using 

the name Satoshi Nakamoto [82]. Payments using the bitcoins are recorded in a 

public ledger that is stored on computers connected to bitcoin network. The ledger 

can be viewed at any time on the internet. Bitcoin is the first and largest decentral-

ized cryptocurrency whereas, other digital currencies include: Altcoin, Litecoin and 

Dogecoin [84]. Users can send and receive Bitcoins electronically for an optional 

(or very small) transaction fee using wallet (a software on a personal computer, 

mobile, or web application). In response to these transactions, new bitcoin are cre-

ated as a reward for computational processing (known as mining), which is used to 

verify and record bitcoin transactions into the public ledger [82].  
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5.1.2 Blockchain 2.0 (Smart Contracts) 

In the blockchain, smart contracts go beyond simple transactions of bitcoins, and 

have more extensive instructions (processing) embedded into them [85]. Formally, 

a smart contract is a method of using blockchain (or bitcoin transactions) to form 

agreements between agents.  

In general, a contract (discussed in section 2.2.2), it is a promise between two or 

more agents to do (or not do) work in exchange for something else [86]. Each agent 

must trust the other agent to fulfill its side of the commitment. Smart contract fea-

ture the same kind of settlement to act or not act, but it eliminate the requirement of 

one agent to trust the other agent(s) [85]. This is because a smart contract is a soft-

ware code that is executed over a blockchain without any discretion. In fact, two 

elements of the smart contracts that make them distinctive are: self-enforceability 

and decentralization [85]. Self-enforceability means that after it is launched, the 

agents engaged in the smart contract need not be in further contact. Decentralized 

means that smart contract do not subsist on a single centralized server; they are 

distributed and self-executing across the blockchain network [17]. The classic illus-

tration of smart contracts in daily life is a vending machine. Unlike a person, the 

vending machine behaves algorithmically; the same instruction set will be executed 

every time in every case [85].  

An example of a basic smart contract, with more extensive instructions as com-

pared to bitcoins, is an inheritance gift that becomes available on eighteenth birth-

day [17]. A transaction can be created that sits on the blockchain and goes uniniti-

ated until following two conditions are triggered. 

1. The program sets the date (18th birthday) on which to initiate the trans-

action, which includes checking if the transaction has already been exe-

cuted.  

2. The program scans an online death registry database to certify that the 

entity of inheritance (parent or grandparent) has died. When the smart 

contract confirms the death, it can automatically transfer the inheritance 

(e.g. funds). 
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5.1.3 Blockchain 3.0 (Innovations based on Smart Contracts) 

Except for the fact that blockchain is reinventing almost all the categories of fi-

nancial services or transactions, it might also offer similar reconfiguration possibil-

ities to all industries, and even more broadly, to nearly all areas of human endeavors 

[87]. For example, Northern Trust and IBM uses smart contract to help transform 

private equity administration [88].  

 Said by Peter Cherecwich, president of Corporate & Institutional Ser-

vices at Northern Trust: “Current legal and administrative processes 

that support private equity are time consuming and expensive. A lack of 

transparency and efficient market practices leads to lengthy, duplicative 

and fragmented investment and administration processes. Northern 

Trust’s solution is designed to deliver a significantly enhanced and effi-

cient approach to private equity administration”.  

 Said by Bridget van Kralingen, Senior Vice President, IBM Industry 

Platforms: “Smart contract is an ideal technology to bring innovation 

to the private equity market, allowing Northern Trust to improve tradi-

tional business processes at each stage to deliver greater transparency 

and efficiency.  

 Said by Justin Chapman, global head of market advocacy and re-

search at Northern Trust: “Northern Trust anticipates substantial op-

portunities to bring improvements to the private equity market by using 

smart contracts. This is an important first step to connecting partici-

pants much more effectively, including investors, managers, administra-

tors, regulators, advisors and auditors.”  

Also other projects like ADEPT by IBM, Slock.it, Trans Active Grid, and Fila-

ment [89]; are successfully using smart contracts as underlying technology for 

bringing innovations in to the market. However, like a traditional contracts (dis-

cussed in section 2.2.2), smart contracts have also given rise to legal challenges in 

the domain of contract law, which could damage the reputation of conceived inno-

vations. Breach of contract is one of such challenges, which is discussed in next 

section.     
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5.2 Rule of law and Blockchain 3.0 

As mentioned in section 5.1.2, smart contracts are self-enforceable i.e. once a 

smart contract is concluded, its further execution is neither dependent on intend of 

contractual parties or third party nor does it require any additional approvals or ac-

tions from their side [17]. Thus, any malicious intent of the party i.e. breach of con-

tract, and role of third party addressing the malicious intent i.e. judiciary, becomes 

irrelevant during the execution of a smart contract [18]. 

In addition to dealing with breaches, contract law also encompasses deviations in 

pre-defined outcomes. [19]. Even though breach of contract and role of judiciary 

become irrelevant during the execution of a smart contract, what if an output of a 

smart contract is considered as a breach by court of law? For example, a court may 

acknowledge deviation in output of a contract as a breach, if average uptime of a web 

service is 90% instead of agreed 95%. In such chase, as discussed in section 1.1, an 

automating role of judiciary over a blockchain becomes necessary. However, cur-

rent  projects mentioned in preceding section (Northern Trust and IBM, ADEPT by 

IBM, Slock.it, Trans Active Grid, and Filament) have overlooked the need to in-

stantiate such role [89]. One of the major reasons for such gap is initial level of 

multi-disciplinary research when it comes to provisioning legal protection over a 

blockchain [12].  

5.3 Summary 

This chapter discusses essential concepts necessary to understand the part of PhD 

research that is addressing the secondary research question identified in section 1.1. 

In this regards, the chapter majorly discusses smart contracts. These contracts over 

the blockchain, go beyond simple transactions of bitcoins (or peer to peer economy), 

and have more extensive instructions (processing) embedded into them. They are 

reinventing almost all the categories of industries by conceiving innovations run-

ning over the blockchain. However, like a traditional contracts, smart contracts have 

also given rise to legal challenges in the domain of contract law, which could dam-
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age the reputation of conceived innovations. Breach of contract is one of such chal-

lenges and one of the ways to deal with it is by an automating role of judiciary over 

a blockchain. 
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Chapter 6 : Related Work and Proposed Model 2.0 

This chapter successfully addresses the secondary research question: what hap-

pens when the outcome of a smart contract deviates from the outcome that the law 

demands? The answer to this research question will eventually benefit blockchain 

driven R&D based enterprises to control and stop breach of contract that could po-

tentially lead to trade secret misappropriation. We first present in section 6.1 current 

models that are successfully using smart contracts as underlying technology for 

bringing innovations in to the market. Afterwards, section 6.2 presents the proposed 

model 2.0 (an extension of self-regulated MCDA presented in chapter 4) to auto-

matically issue a court injunction when output of a smart contract breaches the con-

tract, section 6.3 presents evaluation of the proposed model in a simulated cloud 

environment (same one that was presented in section 4.2), section 6.4 legally vali-

dates the results of preceding section by using Delphi Sampling; and finally, section 

6.6 summaries the discussion and findings of the chapter.   

6.1 Current Models  

Following projects are successfully using smart contracts as underlying technol-

ogy for bringing innovations in to the market. The following text is the extract from 

official website of the projects.   

 “Northern Trust and IBM: Northern Trust in collaboration with IBM 

and other key stakeholders has launched the first commercial deploy-

ment of blockchain technology for the private equity market. Northern 

Trust is a leading provider of wealth management, asset servicing, asset 

management and banking to corporations, institutions, affluent families 

and individuals. For more than 125 years, Northern Trust has earned 

distinction as an industry leader for exceptional service, financial ex-

pertise, integrity and innovation. IBM is rapidly actively working with 

companies to make blockchain ready for business. Financial services, 

supply chains, IoT, risk management, digital rights management 

and healthcare are some of the areas that are poised for dramatic 
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change using blockchain networks”. 

 “ADEPT by IBM: Architecture designed for a dynamic democracy of 

objects connected to a universal digital ledger, which provides users 

with secure identification and authentication”. 

 “Slock.it: Architecture designed to address security, identity, coordina-

tion and privacy across millions of devices by making them autonomous. 

It gives connected objects an identity, the ability to receive payments, 

enter into complex agreements and transact without intermediary, lead-

ing to cost savings”. 

 “Trans Active Grid: Architecture designed to allows individuals to pro-

duce and exchange their energy locally via a nanogrid , which reduces 

transportation costs, distribution and energy losses. Specifically, the 

platform uses blockchain technology and protocols to store consump-

tion / transaction data and optimize energy sharing, even on a very small 

scale like that of the Brooklyn community”. 

 “Filament: Architecture designed enables devices to hold unique iden-

tities on a public ledger and to discover, communicate and interact with 

each other in an autonomous and distributed manner”. 

As mentioned in section 5.2, above mentioned projects have overlooked the need 

to instantiate role of judiciary over a blockchain and one of the major reasons for 

such gap is initial level of multi-disciplinary research when it comes to provisioning 

legal protection over a blockchain. Following section propose solution for such gap.  

6.2 Proposed Model 2.0 

This part of research proposes an unsupervised machine learning algorithm called 

as Probability based Factor Model (PFM) to automatically issue a preliminary 

injunction (or temporary restraining order by court of law) when output of a smart 

contract breaches the contract. The underlying concept in PFM is built upon Self-

Regulated MCDA proposed in chapter 4 and stochastic modeling from the discipline 

of Data Science [51]. Using past data, it performs two-phase validation process to 

issue a court injunction. Initially, it assesses significance of a breach to ensure that 
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the breach has a potential to create a substantial damage. Afterwards, if the 

significance is high, it assesses the probability of the breach. In case the probability 

is also high i.e. breach was frequently occurring in the past and there is certainty for 

it to occur in the future, PFM invokes a transaction and executes a function in a smart 

contract that results in the issue of court injunction. Figure 6.1 presents an example 

of a smart contract for Quality of Service (QoS) and a context when the contract is 

implemented with PFM. 




INJ

    INJINJ  

 

Fig. 6.1 PFM enabled Smart Contract  

6.2.1 Assessing Significance of Breach  

To assess significance of breach, PFM uses notion of communality that was 

presented in section 4.2.1.  

6.2.2 Assessing Probability of Breach  

To assess probability of breach P(𝑥), PFM uses notion of stochastic modeling. 

A stochastic model predicts a random event weighted by its probability [90]. PFM, 

based on the distribution modeling of the previous breaches (𝑥 , 𝑥  , . . , 𝑥 ), 

suggests a stochastic model with minimum “square error” to find P(𝑥). In 

distribution modeling, square error as criteria with the minimum value indicates best 

possible approximation (stochastic model) for the data. However, the best possible 

approximation also requires verification in terms of accuracy i.e. how precisely a 

stochastic model can represent the data.  
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For example, during the distribution analysis, if PFM observes previous beaches 

are lognormal increasing with minimum square error, then the stochastic model in 

equation 1 will be used by PFM to calculate probability of breach P(x).  

P(𝑥) =  
1

𝜎𝑥√2𝜋
𝑒 ( ( ) ) /( )  𝑖𝑓 (𝑥  , . . , 𝑥 )~𝐿𝑂𝐺𝑁(𝜇, 𝜎) (1) 

To verify the accuracy of above model, PFM performs a Paired Sample T-Test. 

In the test, it determines whether the mean difference between two samples i.e., 

previous breaches and random data generated using LOGN(μ, σ) in equation 1, is 

zero or not. For later case i.e. ≠ 0, PFM dismisses the use of stochastic model in 

equation 1.   

6.3 Technical Evaluation and Results 

For evaluation of PFM, this part of research uses the same emulated environment 

(of three cloud storage providers running NoSQL databases: Redis, MongoDB, and 

Memcached) presented in section 4.2. Figure 6.2 presents YCSB monitoring of 

service providers in terms of unit-scaled throughput, read latency, and update latency 

(see section 4.2 for details on YCSB).  
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Fig. 6.2 YCSB (V 0.12.0) Monitoring of Redis, MongoDB, and Memcached 

The YCSB data of all three service providers was used by PFM to calculate 

communality for throughput (0.38), read latency (0.46), and update latency (0.33). It 

can be observed that read latency has highest value and consequently, the strongest 

relationship with QoS. Therefore, the related breach i.e. read latency > threshold, is 

significant and most likely to create substantial damage.  

For each service provider, (a) the threshold was set to average read latency, which 

was calculated from its YCSB data, (b) based on the condition i.e. read latency > 

average read latency, previous breaches (𝑥 , 𝑥  , . . , 𝑥 ) were identified, (c) 

distribution modeling of previous breaches was performed using PFM, (d) 

afterwards, stochastic model with minimum square error was identified, and further 

verified for accuracy using Paired Sample T-Test. 

 The stochastic models for read latency of Redis and Memcached successfully 

passed the T-Test. However, for MongoDB (as it failed the prior T-Test) the 

procedure in preceding paragraph was repeated for throughput (with second highest 

communality value of 0.38) and stochastic model identified successfully passed the 

T-Test.  
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Table 6.1 Implementation and Results of PFM – Redis Server 

 
 

 
Distribution: Lognormal 

 

Stochastic Model: 0.12 + LOGN(0.204, 0.117) 
   where, 
      LOGN(LogMean µ, LogStd σ)   
      LogMean µ = 0.204, LogStd σ = 0.117, Offset = 0.12 
Square Error: 0.007417 and p-value (t-test): 0.5449 

(>0.05) 
Equation: 

𝑃(x) =  
1

σx√2π
e ( ( ) ) /( ) 
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Table 6.2 Implementation and Results of PFM – Memecached Server 

 
 

 
Distribution: Lognormal 

 

Stochastic Model: 0.27 + LOGN(0.245, 0.137) 
   where, 
      LOGN(LogMean µ, LogStd σ)   
      LogMean µ = 0.245, LogStd σ = 0.137, Offset = 0.27 
Square Error: 0.003444 and p-value (t-test): 0.8258 (>0.05) 
Equation: 

𝑃(x) =  
1

σx√2π
e ( ( ) ) /( ) 
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Table 6.3 Implementation and Results of PFM – MongoDB 

 
 

 
Distribution: Beta 

Stochastic Model: 0.48 + 0.17 * BETA(2.49, 1.48) 
   where, 
      BETA(Beta β, Alpha α)  or BETA(Alpha1, Alpha2) 
      β (Alpha1) = 2.49, α (Alpha2) = 1.48, Offset = 0.48 + (0.17 * BETA) 
Square Error: 0.018634 and p-value (t-test): 0.4788 (>0.05) 
Equation: 

𝑃(x) =
x (1 − x)

∫ t (1 − t) dt
 

 

 
Table 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 presents the implementation and results of PFM. Row 1 

of table 6.1 and 6.2 shows previous breaches based on two conditions: “read 
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latency > average read latency” for Redis and Memcached. Row 1 of table 6.3 shows 

previous breaches based on the condition: “throughput < average throughput” for 

MongoDB. Row 2 of each table shows distribution modeling results. It can be 

observed that for Redis and Memecached, previous breaches in read latency are 

lognormal increasing and for MongoDB, previous breaches in throughput are beta 

increasing.  

Row 3 of each table presents stochastic models for each service provider with 

minimum square error (Redis: 0.007417, Memcashed: 0.003444, and MongoDB: 

0.018634). Moreover, as p-values of Paired Sample T-Test (Redis: 0.5449, 

Memcashed: 0.8258, and MongoDB: 0.4788) are greater than 0.05, the null 

hypothesis (the two samples are same) is accepted as compared to alternate 

hypothesis (the two samples are different). Hence, the stochastic models for Redis 

(read latency) i.e., 0.12 + LOGN(0.204, 0.117), Memcached (read latency) i.e., 0.27 

+ LOGN(0.245, 0.137), and  MongoDB (throughput) i.e-0.48 + 0.17 * BETA(2.49, 

1.48), can be used by PFM to find probability of breach P(𝑥).  

Last row in each table shows lognormal P(𝑥) for Redis and Memcached and beta 

P(𝑥) for MongoDB. It also shows issued injunctions. Based on the opinion of 

substantive specialist in the field and communality, for Redis and Memcached the 

injunction was issued based on the condition: P(𝑥) > 0.70, whereas, for MongoDB 

the condition was: P(𝑥) > 0.45. It can be observed that court injunction(s) was issued 

only for Redis and MongoDB Servers. Technically, this difference could be 

attributed to the fact that Memcached is simply used for caching and therefore, it is 

less prone to breach of contract. Whereas, Redis and MongoBD as databases and 

message brokers are performing more complex operations and are more likely to 

cause a breach. Overall, these results shows that this part of the research has 

successfully addressed the secondary research question (what happen when the 

outcome of a smart contract deviates from the outcome that the law demands?) and 

have implemented notion of confidentiality by design over the blockchain.   
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6.4 Legal Validation and Results 

For legal validation of research findings in this chapter, using Delphi Sampling, 

the following question was sent to law and ICT experts as a part of questionnaire. 

 

The screenshots of responses are presented below. There were a total of six re-

spondents (two from the field of ICT, two from the field of law, and two from the 

field of ICT and Law). There were two rounds. As per requirement of Delphi Sam-

pling i.e. keeping anonymity in following rounds, names (of respondents) are hid-

den in the screen shorts. After two rounds the sample (4 out of 6 respondents) 

Extract from Legal Text (Breach of Online Contracts) 

Before trade secret misappropriation trial starts, organizations (especially start-

ups or small and medium enterprises) are often confronted with the huge cost of 

preparing a lawsuit by the lawyers and substantial loss of time during evidential 

hearing. In such hearing (refer to as an evidential hearing), court determines 

whether there is enough evidence to start a trial. Initially, it assesses significance 

of misappropriation to ensure that there has been a substantial damage in terms 

of money or reputation. Afterwards, if the significance is high, it examines if 

misappropriation is a result of systematic errors (errors because of overlooked 

sub-optimality in the system). After positive affirmation, the court issues a pre-

liminary injunction (or temporary restraining order) and starts a trial.  

Question 3: In the context of contract law and machine learning, our research 

proposes a model that automates above mentioned role of the court (it assesses… 

and it examines…). Rather than going into long tradition process of evidential 

hearing, do you agree (or think) that ONLY results of our proposed model can 

be used by the court (or judiciary) to issues a preliminary injunction (or tempo-

rary restraining order) and start a trial? (Yes or No, if no please give one to two 

line reason). 
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disagreed for ONLY using the results of our proposed model by the court (or judi-

ciary) to issue a preliminary injunction (or temporary restraining order) and starts a 

trial.  

 

 

Respondent 1 
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Respondent 2 
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Respondent 3 
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Respondent 4 
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Respondent 5 
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Respondent 6 
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6.5 Summary  

The secondary aim of this research was to develop a model that can be imple-

mented over the blockchain to automatically issue preliminary injunction (or tem-

porary restraining order by court of law) for the breach. This part of the research 

proposes an unsupervised machine learning algorithm called as Probability based 

Factor Model (PFM) to automatically issue a court injunction when output of a smart 

contract breaches the contract. The underlying concept in PFM is built upon Self-

Regulated MCDA proposed in chapter 4 and stochastic modeling from the discipline 

of Data Science. High performance computing (HPC) cluster at University of Lux-

embourg (HPC @ Uni.lu) and docker (a software container platform) were used to 

emulate contractual environment of three service providers: Redis, MongoDB, and 

Memcached Servers. The breach of contract was emulated by increasing the work-

load on these providers. The results showed that the court injunction(s) was issued 

only for Redis and MongoDB Servers. Technically, this difference could be at-

tributed to the fact that Memcached is simply used for caching and therefore, it is 

less prone to the breach of contract. Whereas, Redis and MongoDB as databases and 

message brokers are performing more complex operations and are more likely to 

cause a breach.  

For legal validation of research findings in this chapter, using Delphi Sampling, 

a question was sent to law and ICT experts as a part of a questionnaire. There were 

total of six experts (two from the field of ICT, two from the field of law, and two 

from the field of ICT and Law). There were two rounds. After two rounds the sam-

ple (4 out of 6 respondents) disagreed for ONLY using the results of our proposed 

model by the court (or judiciary) to issue a preliminary injunction (or temporary 

restraining order) and starts a trial. 
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Chapter 7 : Conclusions and Future Directions 

This chapter concludes the thesis by presenting the main research findings, aca-

demic contribution, and directions for future research. Section 7.1 presets research 

findings based on the primary research (chapter 2, 3, and 4). Afterwards, section 7.2 

presents research findings based on the secondary research (chapter 5 and 6); section 

7.3 presents academic contributions in the field of law and ICT; and finally, section 

7.4 presents directions for future research.   

7.1 Conclusions based on Primary Research (Chapter 2, 3, and 4)   

Following are the conclusions based on the PhD research dealing with the pri-

mary research question i.e. how an online broker can embed legal protection as 

preemptive measure to reduce burden of proof in a court of law? The answer to this 

research question will benefit R&D based enterprises to negotiate a contract with 

service providers that will minimize trade secret misappropriation in the cloud. 

 In chapter 2, it was concluded that the trust between the stakeholders in 

the cloud (consumer, service provider, auditor, and broker) is critical for 

planning, delivering, and consumption of cloud computing service and 

deployment models. One of the major issues that could aid or impair 

such trust is data protection. For an enterprise, data protection is protec-

tion of its business data or trade secrets in the cloud. Despite of the fact 

that contract can provide greater certainty for trade secrets protection in 

the cloud, the jurisdictional problems do not completely go away and 

may result in failure of legal protection of trade secrets in the cloud. 

 In chapter 3, based on case law analysis in section 3.1, it was concluded 

that If an online broker can (1) inspect contract (or electronic contract) 

for compliance with non-disclosure regulations and (2) assess structural 

significance of criteria, then it is successfully providing legal protection 

for trade secrets in the cloud and subsequently, reducing burden of proof 

in a court of law. 

 In chapter 3, based on systematic review of literature in section 3.2, it 
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was concluded that an online broker is still in its infancy stage when 

placed under the capacity to provide legal protection. Such protection is 

subjected to capability of online broker to ensure confidentiality that in 

a court of law is partially related to selection of relevant criteria for se-

curity of trade secret (goal). Statistically, relevance of criteria as per goal 

is its structural significance.  

 In chapter 3, based on systematic review of literature in section 3.2, it 

was also concluded that AHP and TOPSIS in the domain of MCDA are 

the most prevalent techniques used by online brokers in the cloud. Both 

of these techniques deal with objective, criteria, and alternatives to reach 

a pre-established goal while assuming structural significance for criteria 

owning to the subjective judgments of the decision maker. This research 

is first in line to propose model for online brokers to assess structural 

significance of criteria objectively and in doing so, it uses notion of “fac-

tor loading” that belongs to broader concept of factor analysis from the 

domain of Unsupervised Machine Learning.  

 In chapter 3, a two-stage technical evaluation procedure was imple-

mented in section 3.4. In stage one; proposed model showed how to as-

sess structural significance of criteria and in stage two, a comparative 

analysis was performed between the proposed model and its counter-

parts to show how results of stage 1 can be used to reduce burden of 

proof in a court of law. A real time QoS based dataset for seven different 

cloud storage providers i.e Carbonite, Dropbox, iBackup, JustCloud, 

SOS Online Backup, SugarSync, and Zip Cloud, was used for evalua-

tion. It was concluded that the simulation runs in the stable environment 

i.e. when uncertainty is low, shows better results of proposed model as 

compared to its counterparts in the field.  

 In chapter 3, based on Delphi Sampling in section 3.5, it was concluded 

that the experts in the field of ICT and law agreed that following re-

search findings (based on “case law analysis in USA”) are also common 

across EU member states and other countries in the world.  
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For misappropriation claim of trade secret in the cloud, plain-

tiff must establish three things in a court of law. They are: a) 

presence: it’s a proof of data in the cloud to be a trade secret, 

b) confidentiality: it’s a proof for reasonable efforts made by 

the owner to protect trade secret in the cloud, and c) misap-

propriation: it’s a proof for misappropriation of a trade secret 

by using data mining (or big data analytics). 

 In chapter 4, based on Delphi Sampling in section 4.3, it was concluded 

that the experts in the field of ICT and law agreed to our research find-

ings in chapter 4 i.e. results of our model can be used by the court (or 

judiciary) as a part of evidence for “reasonable step taken by the cus-

tomer to keep the data secure in the cloud”. 

7.2 Conclusions based on Secondary Research (Chapter 5 and 6)   

Following are the conclusions based on the PhD research dealing with seconday 

research question i.e. what happens when the outcome of a smart contract deviates 

from the outcome that the law demands? The answer to this research question will 

eventually benefit blockchain driven R&D based enterprises to control and stop 

breach of contract that could potentially lead to trade secret misappropriation. 

 In chapter 5, it was concluded that the smart contracts over the block-

chain, go beyond simple transactions of bitcoins (or peer to peer econ-

omy), and have more extensive instructions (processing) embedded into 

them. They are reinventing almost all the categories of industries by 

conceiving innovations running over the blockchain. However, like a 

traditional contracts, smart contracts have also given rise to legal chal-

lenges in the domain of contract law, which could damage the reputation 

of conceived innovations. Breach of contract is one of such challenges 

and one of the ways to deal with it is by automating role of judiciary 

over a blockchain. 

 In chapter 6, the research proposes an unsupervised machine learning 
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algorithm called as Probability based Factor Model (PFM) to automati-

cally issue a preliminary injunction (or temporary restraining order by 

court of law) when output of a smart contract breaches the contract. How-

ever, during legal validation using Delphi Sampling, experts in ICT and 

law domain disagreed for ONLY using the results of PFM by the court 

(or judiciary) to issue a preliminary injunction. 

7.3 Academic Contributions in the Field of Law and ICT  

Following list briefly presents research contributions of this multidisciplinary 

Ph.D. research in the domain of Law. 

 This research is first in-line to uses ICT (unsupervised machine learn-

ing) to help owner of a trade secret to reduce burden of proof in the 

court. In doing so, it is first in-line to focus on “legal protection” for 

trade secrets in the cloud as compared to well-established similar con-

cept of “information security”, which provides technical protection for 

trade secrets in the cloud e.g. encryption, hashing etc.  

 The underlying notion in this PhD research is also about incorporating 

law into ICT architecture. However, unlike Privacy by Design (PbD) 

that focuses on privacy of a physical person, this research focuses on 

confidentiality of a legal person (an enterprise) and proposes a new con-

cept of Confidentiality by Design (CbD). CbD includes the idea that ICT 

architecture should scale down burden of proof in the court of law, 

which could help in proving trade secret misappropriation, see chapter 

3. Unlike PbD, CbD is a novel area of inter-disciplinary research whose 

body of knowledge is not yet well established. This PhD research is first 

in-line to implement notion of CbD in an online cloud environment.      

 This research is first in-line to use case law together with newly pro-

posed method of Delphi Sampling (see section 1.2, 1.3, and 1.6.3) to 

provide legal protection for trade secrets in the cloud. In this regards, in 

the domain of case law, precedents set by previous court rulings on trade 
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secret misappropriation (in United States of America - USA) were iden-

tified, see table 3.1. Afterwards, using Delphi Sampling, it was estab-

lished that identified precedents are applicable in any jurisdiction (or 

most of them) around the globe and hence, they are also applicable to 

the cloud, see section 3.5.     

 By defying the myth that “smart contracts are unbreachable” and in the 

context of contract law, This PhD research is first in-line to automate 

role of the judiciary over blockchains.  In this regards, it uses unsuper-

vised machine learning and stochastic modeling together with smart 

contract.  

Following list briefly presents research contributions of this multidisciplinary 

Ph.D. research in the domain of ICT. 

 In the context of online cloud environment, this PhD research is first in-

line to propose self-regulated Multi-criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) 

that operates without decision maker interference and well suited for the 

context where automation of decision making is required, see chapter 4. 

 Real-world data, which is the input for data processing and analytics, 

are affected by many factors; among them, the presence of noise is a 

main factor. It is an unavoidable problem, which influence data pro-

cessing and analytics. Noisy data in MCDA generally means that the 

decision making take account of insignificant correlations (or criteria), 

which could result in selection of sub-optimal or least optimal alterna-

tive. Using unsupervised machine learning (or factor analysis); this PhD 

research is first in-line to identify and analyze noisy data in MCDA, see 

sections 3.4.1 and 4.2.1. 

 Communication of normative and empirical research results between the 

disciplines of law and ICT is one of the barriers in achieving genuine 

interdisciplinary validation. The proposed method of Delphi Sampling 

is an approximation technique for universal validation of multidiscipli-

nary research results. Sections 3.5, 4.3, and 6.4 present use of Delphi 
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Sampling to seek inter-disciplinary (ICT and law) validation of the re-

sults in this PhD research.           

7.4 Future Work  

In the context of this PhD research, the following list presents proposed direc-

tions for future research. 

1. We plan to increase scope of literature review by also including data-

bases other than ACM Digital Library, Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, 

ScienceDirect, and SpringerLink. 

2. We plan to enhance proposed models (in chapter 3 and 6) to deal with 

uncertainty in the system. 

3. We plan to implement and test proposed models (in chapter 3 and 6) in 

Amazon cloud and monitor data streams for information security.     
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Appendix A 

Script: Docker Run and Image Loading 

 
Docker runs processes in isolated containers. A container is a process which runs 

on a host. The host may be local or remote. When an operator executes docker run, 

the container process that runs is isolated in that it has its own file system, its own 

networking, and its own isolated process tree separate from the host. 

The basic docker run command takes this form: 

$ docker run [OPTIONS] IMAGE[:TAG|@DIGEST] [COMMAND] [ARG...] 

The docker run command must specify an IMAGE to derive the container from.  

 

Script: Running Yahoo! Cloud System Benchmark (YCSB) 

1. Download the latest release of YCSB: 

2. curl -O --location https://github.com/bri-

anfrankcooper/YCSB/releases/download/0.12.0/ycsb-0.12.0.tar.gz 

3. tar xfvz ycsb-0.12.0.tar.gz 

cd ycsb-0.12.0 

4. Set up a database to benchmark. There is a README file under each binding 

directory. 

5. Run YCSB command. 

On Linux: 

bin/ycsb.sh load basic -P workloads/workloada 

bin/ycsb.sh run basic -P workloads/workloada 

On Windows: 

bin/ycsb.bat load basic -P workloads\workloada 

bin/ycsb.bat run basic -P workloads\workloada 
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Running the ycsb command without any argument will print the usage. 

See https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB/wiki/Running-a-Workload for a 

detailed documentation on how to run a workload. 

See https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB/wiki/Core-Properties for the list of 

available workload properties. 

Building from source 

YCSB requires the use of Maven 3; if you use Maven 2, you may see errors such 

as these. 

To build the full distribution, with all database bindings: 

mvn clean package 

To build a single database binding: 

mvn -pl com.yahoo.ycsb:mongodb-binding -am clean package 

 

Script: Running MongoDB and YCSB 

  

1. Start MongoDB 

First, download MongoDB and start mongod. For example, to start MongoDB on 

x86-64 Linux box: 

wget http://fastdl.mongodb.org/linux/mongodb-linux-x86_64-x.x.x.tgz 

tar xfvz mongodb-linux-x86_64-*.tgz 

mkdir /tmp/mongodb 

cd mongodb-linux-x86_64-* 

./bin/mongod --dbpath /tmp/mongodb 

Replace x.x.x above with the latest stable release version for MongoDB. 

See http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/installation/ for installation steps for various 

operating systems. 

2. Install Java and Maven 

Go to http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html 
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and get the url to download the rpm into your server. For example: 

wget http://download.oracle.com/otn-pub/java/jdk/7u40-b43/jdk-7u40-linux-

x64.rpm?AuthParam=11232426132 -o jdk-7u40-linux-x64.rpm 

rpm -Uvh jdk-7u40-linux-x64.rpm 

Or install via yum/apt-get 

sudo yum install java-devel 

Download MVN from http://maven.apache.org/download.cgi 

wget http://ftp.heanet.ie/mirrors/www.apache.org/dist/maven/maven-3/3.1.1/bina-

ries/apache-maven-3.1.1-bin.tar.gz 

sudo tar xzf apache-maven-*-bin.tar.gz -C /usr/local 

cd /usr/local 

sudo ln -s apache-maven-* maven 

sudo vi /etc/profile.d/maven.sh 

Add the following to maven.sh 

export M2_HOME=/usr/local/maven 

export PATH=${M2_HOME}/bin:${PATH} 

Reload bash and test mvn 

bash 

mvn -version 

3. Set Up YCSB 

Download the YCSB zip file and compile: 

curl -O --location https://github.com/bri-

anfrankcooper/YCSB/releases/download/0.5.0/ycsb-0.5.0.tar.gz 

tar xfvz ycsb-0.5.0.tar.gz 

cd ycsb-0.5.0 

4. Run YCSB 

Now you are ready to run! First, use the asynchronous driver to load the data: 

./bin/ycsb load mongodb-async -s -P workloads/workloada > outputLoad.txt 

Then, run the workload: 

./bin/ycsb run mongodb-async -s -P workloads/workloada > outputRun.txt 

Similarly, to use the synchronous driver from MongoDB Inc. we load the data: 
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./bin/ycsb load mongodb -s -P workloads/workloada > outputLoad.txt 

Then, run the workload: 

./bin/ycsb run mongodb -s -P workloads/workloada > outputRun.txt 

See the next section for the list of configuration parameters for MongoDB. 

Log Level Control 

Due to the mongodb driver defaulting to a log level of DEBUG, a logback.xml file 

is included with this module that restricts the org.mongodb logging to WARN. 

You can control this by overriding the logback.xml and defining it in your ycsb 

command by adding this flag: 

bin/ycsb run mongodb -jvm-args="-Dlogback.configurationFile=/path/to/log-

back.xml" 

MongoDB Configuration Parameters 

 mongodb.url 

o This should be a MongoDB URI or connection string. 

 See http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/reference/connect

ion-string/ for the standard options. 

 For the complete set of options for the asynchronous 

driver see: 

 http://www.allanbank.com/mongodb-async-

driver/apidocs/index.html?com/allan-

bank/mongodb/MongoDbUri.html 

 For the complete set of options for the synchronous 

driver see: 

 http://api.mongodb.org/java/current/in-

dex.html?com/mongodb/MongoClien-

tURI.html 

o Default value is mongodb://localhost:27017/ycsb?w=1 

o Default value of database is ycsb 

 mongodb.batchsize 
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o Useful for the insert workload as it will submit the inserts in 

batches inproving throughput. 

o Default value is 1. 

 mongodb.upsert 

o Determines if the insert operation performs an update with the 

upsert operation or a insert. Upserts have the advantage that they 

will continue to work for a partially loaded data set. 

o Setting to true uses updates, false uses insert operations. 

o Default value is false. 

 mongodb.writeConcern 

o Deprecated - Use the w and journal options on the MongoDB 

URI provided by the mongodb.url. 

o Allowed values are : 

 errors_ignored 

 unacknowledged 

 acknowledged 

 journaled 

 replica_acknowledged 

 majority 

o Default value is acknowledged. 

 mongodb.readPreference 

o Deprecated - Use the readPreference options on the MongoDB 

URI provided by the mongodb.url. 

o Allowed values are : 

 primary 

 primary_preferred 

 secondary 

 secondary_preferred 

 nearest 

o Default value is primary. 

 mongodb.maxconnections 
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o Deprecated - Use the maxPoolSize options on the MongoDB 

URI provided by the mongodb.url. 

o Default value is 100. 

 mongodb.threadsAllowedToBlockForConnectionMultiplier 

o Deprecated - Use the waitQueueMultiple options on the Mon-

goDB URI provided by the mongodb.url. 

o Default value is 5. 

For example: 

./bin/ycsb load mongodb-async -s -P workloads/workloada -p mongodb.url=mon-

godb://localhost:27017/ycsb?w=0 

To run with the synchronous driver from MongoDB Inc.: 

./bin/ycsb load mongodb -s -P workloads/workloada -p mongodb.url=mon-

godb://localhost:27017/ycsb?w=0 

 

Script: Running Memcached and YCSB 

 

1. Install and start memcached service on the host(s) 

Debian / Ubuntu: 

sudo apt-get install memcached 

RedHat / CentOS: 

sudo yum install memcached 

2. Install Java and Maven 

See step 2 in ../mongodb/README.md. 

3. Set up YCSB 

Git clone YCSB and compile: 

git clone http://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB.git 

cd YCSB 

mvn -pl com.yahoo.ycsb:memcached-binding -am clean package 

4. Load data and run tests 

Load the data: 
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./bin/ycsb load memcached -s -P workloads/workloada > outputLoad.txt 

Run the workload test: 

./bin/ycsb run memcached -s -P workloads/workloada > outputRun.txt 

5. memcached Connection Parameters 

A sample configuration is provided in conf/memcached.properties. 

Required params 

 memcached.hosts 

This is a comma-separated list of hosts providing the memcached inter-

face. You can use IPs or hostnames. The port is optional and defaults to 

the memcached standard port of 11211 if not specified. 

Optional params 

 memcached.shutdownTimeoutMillis 

Shutdown timeout in milliseconds. 

 memcached.objectExpirationTime 

Object expiration time for memcached; defaults to Inte-

ger.MAX_VALUE. 

 memcached.checkOperationStatus 

Whether to verify the success of each operation; defaults to true. 

 memcached.readBufferSize 

Read buffer size, in bytes. 

 memcached.opTimeoutMillis 

Operation timeout, in milliseconds. 

 memcached.failureMode 

What to do with failures; this is one of net.spy.memcached.Failure-

Mode enum values, which are currently: Redistribute, Retry, or Cancel. 

 memcached.protocol Set to 'binary' to use memcached binary protocol. 

Set to 'text' or omit this field to use memcached text protocol 

You can set properties on the command line via -p, e.g.: 

./bin/ycsb load memcached -s -P workloads/workloada \ 

    -p "memcached.hosts=127.0.0.1" > outputLoad.txt 
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Script: Running Redis and YCSB 

 

1. Start Redis (same as MongoDB and Memcached) 

2. Install Java and Maven (same as MongoDB and Memcached) 

3. Set Up YCSB 

Git clone YCSB and compile: 

git clone http://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB.git 

cd YCSB  

mvn -pl com.yahoo.ycsb:redis-binding -am clean package 

4. Provide Redis Connection Parameters 

Set the host, port, and password (do not redis auth is not turned on) in the work-

load you plan to run. 

 redis.host 

 redis.port 

 redis.password 

Or, you can set configs with the shell command, EG: 

./bin/ycsb load redis -s -P workloads/workloada -p "redis.host=127.0.0.1" -p "re-

dis.port=6379" > outputLoad.txt 

5. Load data and run tests 

Load the data: 

./bin/ycsb load redis -s -P workloads/workloada > outputLoad.txt 

Run the workload test: 

./bin/ycsb run redis -s -P workloads/workloada > outputRun.txt 

 

Script: Python Monitoring Redis, MongoDB, and Memcached using YCSB 

 

import subprocess 

from subprocess import check_output 

from subprocess import call 

import csv 
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import time  

from datetime import datetime 

import os 

 

host = "redis.host=127.0.0.1" 

port = "redis.port=32768" 

exName = "YSCB-Redis" 

server = "redis" 

workLoad = "workloads/workloada" 

No_oper = str(1000) 

No_reco = str(1000) 

tpar = 10 #parallel connections 

num = 0 

d = 3 

x = 1 

nq = 100 

data = str(32) #data size 

P = "redis" #protocol, by default Redis 

par = 1000 

par2 = 1000 

test = str(10) #num of threads/connection 

#Threads = "threadcount="+test 

 

csvfile = open("YCSB_output.csv", 'w') #####################CHANGE 

 

fieldnames = ['count','Date','ExpName', 'WorkLoad','No Operations','No Rec-

ords','No_Threads','Runtime(ms)','Thr(ops/sec)','cleanup_lat(us)','read-

Fail_lat(us)','Read_ReturnOk','Read_ReturnErr','read_lat(us)','update_lat(us)'] 

writer = csv.DictWriter(csvfile, fieldnames=fieldnames) 

writer.writeheader() 
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##./bin/ycsb load redis -s -P workloads/workloada -p "redis.host=127.0.0.1" -p 

"redis.port=6379" -p "threadcount=10" 

## mvn -pl com.yahoo.ycsb:redis-binding -am clean package 

## recordcount=1000 

## operationcount=1000 

 

os.chdir("/home/spark/broker/YCSB") #####################CHANGE 

print "===================Directory Changed to YCSB 

!!==========================================\n\n" 

draft = call(["mvn", "-pl", "com.yahoo.ycsb:redis-binding", "-am", 

"clean","package"]) 

print "================================Maven 

Called=======================================\n\n" 

subprocess.call(["./bin/ycsb", "load", server,"-s", "-P", workLoad,"-p",host,"-

p",port,"-threads",test,"-p","recordcount="+No_reco,"-p","opera-

tioncount="+No_oper],stdout=subprocess.PIPE) 

print "================================YCSB TEST 

LOADED=======================================\n\n\n" 

print "================================YCSB TEST will 

RUN=======================================\n\n\n" 

for num in range (0,100): 

      print "================ New Run ================= \n\n" 

      if num % 10 == 0 : 

         tpar = tpar + 20 

      No_oper = str(par) 

      No_reco = str(par2) 

      test = str(tpar) 

      #data = str(d) 

      #c = str(cpar) 
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      test_out = check_output(["./bin/ycsb", "run", server,"-s", "-P", workLoad,"-

p",host,"-p",port,"-threads",test,"-p","recordcount="+No_reco,"-p","opera-

tioncount="+No_oper]) 

      #print test_out 

      a = test_out.split('\n') 

      list = [] 

      listb = [] 

      for g in range (0, len(a)): 

 e = a[g].split(', ')   

 if (e[0] == '[OVERALL]' and e[1] == 'RunTime(ms)') or (e[0] == 

'[OVERALL]' and e[1] == 'Throughput(ops/sec)') or (e[0] == '[CLEANUP]' and 

e[1] == 'AverageLatency(us)') or (e[0] == '[READ]' and e[1] == 'AverageLa-

tency(us)') or (e[0] == '[UPDATE]' and e[1] == 'AverageLatency(us)') or (e[0] == 

'[READ-FAILED]' and e[1] =='AverageLatency(us)') or (e[0] =='[READ]' and 

e[1] == 'Return=OK') or (e[0] =='[READ]' and e[1] == 'Return=ERROR'): 

     list.append(g) 

            listb.append(float(e[2])) 

### listb[0] = runtime(ms) listb[1] = thr(ops/sec) lisbt[2] = cleanup_lat(us) 

listb[3] = readFail_lat(us) listb[4] = Read_ReturnOk listb[5] = Read_ReturnErr 

listb[6] = read_lat(us) listb[7] = update_lat(us) 

      #print len(listb),"   ===  ", len(list) 

       if len(listb) == 6: 

         print 

num,"=====","n_oper=",No_oper,"=====","t=",test,"====",list[0],"====",list[1

],"====", list[2] , "====" , list[3], "=====", list[4],"====",list[5] 

        writer.writ-

erow({'count':num,'Date':time.strftime("%d/%m/%Y"),'ExpName':exName,'Work-

Load':workLoad,'No Operations':No_oper,'No Rec-

ords':No_reco,'No_Threads':test,'Runtime(ms)':listb[0],'Thr(ops/sec)':listb[1],'clea
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nup_lat(us)':listb[2],'read-

Fail_lat(us)':'NULL','Read_ReturnOk':listb[4],'Read_ReturnErr':'NULL','read_lat(

us)':listb[3],'update_lat(us)':listb[5]}) 

      elif len(listb) < 6 and workLoad == "workloads/workloadc" : 

         print 

num,"=====","n_oper=",No_oper,"=====","t=",test,"====",list[0],"====",list[1

],"====", list[2] , "====" , list[3], "=====", list[4] 

         writer.writ-

erow({'count':num,'Date':time.strftime("%d/%m/%Y"),'ExpName':exName,'Work-

Load':workLoad,'No Operations':No_oper,'No Rec-

ords':No_reco,'No_Threads':test,'Runtime(ms)':listb[0],'Thr(ops/sec)':listb[1],'clea

nup_lat(us)':listb[2],'read-

Fail_lat(us)':'NULL','Read_ReturnOk':listb[4],'Read_ReturnErr':'NULL','read_lat(

us)':listb[3],'update_lat(us)':'NULL'}) 

      elif len(listb) < 8 and workLoad == "workloads/workloadc" : 

  print 

num,"=====","n_oper=",No_oper,"=====","t=",test,"====",list[0],"====",list[1

],"====", list[2] , "====" , list[3], "=====", list[4],"====",list[5],"====",list[6] 

         writer.writ-

erow({'count':num,'Date':time.strftime("%d/%m/%Y"),'ExpName':exName,'Work-

Load':workLoad,'No Operations':No_oper,'No Rec-

ords':No_reco,'No_Threads':test,'Runtime(ms)':listb[0],'Thr(ops/sec)':listb[1],'clea

nup_lat(us)':listb[3],'readFail_lat(us)':listb[2],'Read_ReturnOk':listb[5],'Read_Re-

turnErr':listb[6],'read_lat(us)':listb[4],'update_lat(us)':'NULL'}) 

      else : 

  print 

num,"=====","n_oper=",No_oper,"=====","t=",test,"====",list[0],"====",list[1

],"====", list[2] , "====" , list[3], "=====", 

list[4],"====",list[5],"====",list[6],"====",list[7] 
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         writer.writ-

erow({'count':num,'Date':time.strftime("%d/%m/%Y"),'ExpName':exName,'Work-

Load':workLoad,'No Operations':No_oper,'No Rec-

ords':No_reco,'No_Threads':test,'Runtime(ms)':listb[0],'Thr(ops/sec)':listb[1],'clea

nup_lat(us)':listb[3],'readFail_lat(us)':listb[2],'Read_ReturnOk':listb[5],'Read_Re-

turnErr':listb[6],'read_lat(us)':listb[4],'update_lat(us)':listb[7]}) 

      #d = d + 1 

      par = par + 2000 

      par2 = par2 + 2000 

      time.sleep(10) 

 

print "YCSB !! Benchmark is finished !!" 
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